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By Peter c. Merri II

The traditional art and craft of the Pennsylvania
German con titute a unique and important type of
American folk art. What began a century ago as an
excited di covery of Penn ylvania German folk art led
initially to an equally frenzied earch for antique .
During recent decades, however, something new and
exciting has ari en from the ta te for Pennsylvania
German popular art. Beginning uncertainly in the late
1920's and gathering momentum in the 1940's, there
has been a revival of intere t in the crafts themselve and
a growing effort to rediscover and preserve craft
techniques. The origin and achievements of the craft
revival will be the subject of the pre ent paper. More
particulary, the present study will seek to convey orne
impression of the artist who are involved in thi
movement and the kinds of craft work which they
produce. I
Until the middle of the nineteenth century, mo t
households in rural Pennsylvania were furnished with
the products of cottage indu trie. The situation began
to change, however, as the increa ing availability of
industrially produced good brought in it wake the
50

extinction of many traditional craft. By the end of
the nineteenth century, perceptive ob erver had begun
to take note of the situation and to lament the decline
of the popular art. There wa a uddently heightened
awarene of all kind of American folk art.
One of the first scho lars to draw attention to Pennylvania German art wa Edwin Atlee Barber (185119 16), who collected antique pottery for the Philadelphia Mu eum of Art and in 1903 publi hed hi
cla ic study, Tulip Ware oj the Pennsylvania German
Potters.' Another early enthu iast for Penn ylvania
German folk art wa Henry Chapman Mercer (18561930), who tudied Penn ylvania German pottery,
calligraphy, and decorative ca t iron. 3 Since Mercer'
time notable contribution to the under tanding of
Penn ylvania German folk art have been made by a
number of inve tigator , including John Joseph Stoudt,
Henry J. Kauffman, Frances Lichten, and Earl
Robacker. •
The early twentieth century witne ed a progre ive
inten ification of intere t in all type of American folk
art and a dramatic rise in the price paid for antique .

In lime. the better piece ha\'e tended t di~appear
from the market and find their wa> into mu I:um and
private collcctiom. 'foda} thl: kading ill tituti nal repo"t riC'> for Pl:nn )"I\"anla
I:rm<ln tol art are the
Phil adelphia
U\l:um
r rI. the I knry ran is
du Pont
intherthur :--l u\eum (near \-\ limington. Delaware) , th e
bbe}
Idnch R d,dellcr r 01"
rt 01Icct ion (at
illlamsburg. Irgll1la). and the ~let rop litan
useum r rt (In ev. or" it}).
ith the increasing scarcity and rising co to
merican folk an antiques. the collector toda lind twO
r ads o pen to him .
n the one hand, he rna ' ee "
ut utilitarian objec ts, such a agricu ltural tool, wh ich
ha ve been 0 erl ooked by the fir t \ a e of collector.
n the th er hand, he m ay turn to th e colle tion of
modern pieces which imitate ear lier craft tradition.
The intere t of co ll e to r ha been o ne of the factor
whi ch has upported th e modern re ivai of \ ork in the
traditional raft .
here ha e, ho e er , been other
fa ctor. There is, for e 'a mpl e, th e unique role played
by the Penn ylvania
arm
u eum of Landi
alley,
nea r anca ter. Thi s in titution, e tabli hed originally
t di play the antique co llect ion of the broth er George
and Henry Landi s, no, offer c raft demon tration s
and craft co urse a an important part of it program . s
Another in titution \ hi ch ha done much to promote
intere t in traditional P enn ylvania crafts is the annual
Kutztown Folk Fe tival. Sin ce c raft d emons tration
con tillite an integral part of the annual festi ai, the
fe tiva l has fo tered publi c intere t in the craft revival
and ha erved a a meeting place for contemporary
craft men . 6 An important event in the Kut ztown Folk
Fe tiva l i its annua l quilting competition, ,hich receive hundred of entries each year. Similar to the
Kut ztown Fo lk Festival is the annua l Goschenhoppen
Fo lk Fe tival held near P enn sburg. The crafts revi al
has a l 0 received co n iderab le upport from crafts
orga n izat io ns uch a the P en nsy lva nia Guild of Craftsme n , th e Buc k Count y G uil d of Craft m en , and the
Reading- Ber ks Guild of C raft me n . T h ough not all
member of th e e o rga n izatio ns are in terested in traditio na l cra ft tec hn ique and ty le, th e crafts associ atio n per fo rm a n importa n t fu nctio n by regul arly
holding craft ex hib itio n a nd b y awa rd ing p rizes for
outstanding wo rk .
I wo uld n ow like to con ider in turn a n um ber of
pecific craft. In d o ing so, m y m a in inte re t wi ll be
to di cu
orn e of th e be t wo rk n ow bei ng do ne in
ea ch craft ca tego ry and to m en tio n som e of th e o utstanding cra ftsm en in each field . In pas in g, h owever ,
it will sometimes b e con ve ni en t to a dd a fe w r em a rks
about the historica l bac kgrou n d of each craft a nd som e
of its most notable earl y prac titioners in Penn ylvania .
When the occasion present itsel f , I will also ment ion
some of the people who ha ve been res ponsible for the
modern revival of each craft category .
Pottery was perhaps the first traditional Pennsylvania

raft to e called a k t lik b) thl: m dern intl:re t in
traditi n I Penn )hania I I art .
the earlic t
J;lLob \kJlnger I
p Iler of the Lralt rC\I\al w
\ lontgomer>
unt}.
\l edinger \\ a
1)1 P lIer
wh gre\\ up ma"lng utilitarian re W'HC but turned,
toward the end r hi life, t ma"ing qualit> repr ducllon of antique pie e. In I 2 he wa killed in an
accident while tending hi "lin. \\ or"ing at ab ut thc
arne lime a ;-"l cdlngt:r were the br lher I aa ' and
Thoma
tahl, two otha pioneer in the re\l\al f
traditional P enn yh ania potier \\ h
r"cd
at PO\ der aile), a remote hamlet in
unt)
outh of Ilento\\ n.
ometime prior t
1\ I r .
aaman Ke er of PI mouth lecting. Penn h-ania
began makin g de o rat ed potlery of the traditi nal
Penn yl ania German t pe.
the publi her of an
important erie of raft our e booklet, Ir. Keyer
al 0 played a rol e in the re i a l of e eral other
traditional P enn yl ania raft. 9

A sgraffillo plate by Dorothy Long of Wayne, Pennsy lvania available from the Museum Shop of the Philadelphia Museum of Art. The plate is a reproduClion
of an 1813 original by H enry R oudebusch.

L ester Breininger, one of th e best kno wn potters of the
crafts revival, sits on the veranda of his home in
Robesonia.
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Carl ed Foltz stands in front of his
pottery at R einholds and displays an
example of his decorated redware.

Carl Ned Folz working with
clay at the Kutztown Folk
Festival.

S.everal Pennsylvania potters are currently making
redware pottery in the Pennsylvania folk art tradition.
One of the mo t interesting of these i Dorothy Long of
Wayne, who has made excellent reproduction of
severa l antique pie plates for the museum shop at the
Philadelphia Museum of Art. Lester Breininger of
Robesonia is a high school teacher who, with hi wife
Barbara, produces red ware pieces of a variety of type .
The Breiningers make figured sgraffitto piece, plate
with si mple slip decoration, and dishes decorated with
combed slip. All of their pottery authentically reflect
the Pennsylvania German folk art tradition. lo
Another extremely interesting contemporary potter is
Carl Ned Foltz, who runs a full-time pottery near the
village of Reinholds. Foltz, a former craft teacher, i
not only a remarkable potter, but also a killful graphic
artist, basket maker, and candle maker. Although
hi s redware pottery reflects the traditions of Pennsylvania German folk art, Foltz tend to avoid exact
reproduction s of antique pieces and instead create
original pieces, many of which reflect his own unique
style of design. Two other contemporary potters who
produce slipware of the traditional type are Walter L.
Shunk and Philip A. Richard s. II
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Daniel Strawser stands outside his home in Stouchsburg
and displays two characteristic examples of his woodcarving skill, a bird tree and a carved eagle of {he
Schimmel type.
Another traditional craft which has been affected by
the modern revival is woodcarving. An out tanding
contemporary woodcarver is Daniel Straw er, who lives
in the village of Stouchsburg near Womel dorf.
Strawser's work owe an obviou debt to the work of
Wilhelm Schimmel, a famou itinerant folk whittier of
the late nineteenth century. Like Schimmel, Straw er

SpC lahLC\ in animal Igures, In luding figure of
eagles ith spread \l.lng~. H i caning are gcncrall
painted \l.ith p Iychrome de oration, mu h of thl \~or
being done by his talented wi e Barbara. The tra\~ cr
arc abo well kno\l. n for their bird tree , \~ hlch are
similar to those made In Bcd,s ounty at the end f
the last century by an illnerant cane maj.;er j.;no\\n a
"'chtockschnillier
immons." In ea h bird tree,
~e eral painted
ooden bird figure are mounted on an
upright sa safra branch. nOt her contemporary ood ar er i Bill nde of
Lanca ter, who come from a long line of raft men.
ow clo e to eighty year old,
r.
nde
an often
been seen working at the Penn
ania arm 1u eum,
where he teache folk whittling and i a regular raft
demonstrator.

Folk whittier Bill Andes demonstrating hi craft at the
Pennsylvania Farm Museum.
When Penn ylvania German co untry antiques became fa hionable with collector durin g the early
twentieth century, e ample of Penn yl ania folk furniture were among the most ought after item s. Much,
but not all, furniture of thi type i painted and decorated
with tenciled designs. Two other characteri tic types
of P enn ylvania folk furniture are the unpainted cabinet
with decorative punched tin panel and the small undecorated hanging cabinet, ometime made for hanging in a corner. With antique pecimen now in hort
upply , a number of modern craft men are presently
making good, individually produced modern reproduction of both type of furniture.
Pos ibly the mo t famou type of Penn ylvania folk
furniture, however, is the colorful dower che t, the
be t known piece having been produced by early
nineteenth-century rna ter uch a Jacob Schelli and
John Maser. 13 Stunningly attractive reproductions of
everal such che t are currently being manufactured at
Toccoa, Georgia by the Habersham Plantation Company, while similar work i being done by several
individual craftsmen. Among modern furniture maker who have demonstrated their craft at the Kutztown
Folk Festival are Bruce Nunemacher, William H.

Helnri h, and Barr} \11.: arland
c\ t:fal
ntcmp rar), Penn yh ama Lra t t men ma c \\ Ind
hair .
type of furniture \~hi h
n Inalcd In c\entcenthcentury ngland but \~ hi h \~ a intr du cd int Penn yl\'ania at an earl} datc. T\~
u -h hair ma cr arc
Ore\\ Lau h of phrata and am ait)'. \~ ho c f mil)
In lude
e\eral enerallon of urniture m er
raditional Penn) h ania metal raft In lude C\ cral
pe ifi
raft, u h a iron a ling.
ppcr mllhlng.
tin mithing, pe .... terca ting, bla \... mllhlng, and \\hllcmithing.
e\eral early Penn yl\'al1la metal\\ r\...cr
o cup a preeminent po ilion among men an ra t men of the olonial period, the pewterer J hu
etzger, Johann hri topher He) ne, and William \\ til
being particularl
well \...nown. Heinri h Wilhelm
tiegel, a colonial entrepreneur \\ ho i be t \...no\\ n f r
hi work in gla ,al 0 wor\...ed for e\eral year at an
iron furnace in Lanca ter whi h produced a t-Ir n
to e with de orati e panel. The
ountr) Iron
oundry at Paoli i curreml
producing beautiful
reprodu tion of eighteenth-centur
a t iron to\,e
plate and fireback .
mong ontemporary Penn I ania black mith are
rnie Frederick of Kutztown and John D. T) ler f
different ort of metalcraft i pra ti ed,
arli Ie.
however, by Thoma G. Loo e, a high
hool raft
teacher \ ho Ii e in the illage of Dauber ille near
W omel dorf. Loose come from a famil \ hich once
operated a blacksmith hop, but he him elf i a whitemith, a metalworker \ ho forge ladle, ke\ er , pi cutter , and other implement of a bright, rene ti e
color. Loo e i pre ent ly hard at ork building a ne\
forge next to hi hom e and he regret the fact that hi
arious activities prevent him from pending more time

Charles Messner, tinsmith, at the Kutztown Folk Festival.
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working at hi craft. I l
Another notable contemporary metalworker is Jay
Thoma Stauffer, a pewterer who lives near Lititz.
Stauffer, an expert die maker , specializes in making
cast pewter tableware, plates, and dishes which are
exact reproductions of museum pieces.
One of the most characteristic metalcrafts of nineteenth-century Pennsylvania was the craft of tinsmithing. Early Pennsylvania tinsmiths produced a variety
of utilitarian objects, including coffee pots, candle
holders, lamps, and cookie cutters. A few of the
more elaborate pieces were signed, though in most
cases we know little about the artisans who produced
the e wares. Among modern Pennsylvania craftsmen
working in this field are Horman Foose of Fleetwood
and Charles Messner of Denver, Pennsylvania . 16
Closely related to the craft of tinsmithing is the craft
of tole painting . 17 Toleware is tinware which has been
colored with a dark background before adding a painted
decoration . The most commonly encountered toleware objects are trays, tea boxes, pots, and mugs.
Tole painting was not one of the crafts which the
Pennsylvania Germans brought with them from Europe,
but the technique was introduced into Pennsylvania at
an early date. Among the most esteemed early tole
painters in Pennsylvania were the eighteenth-century
craftsmen Henry Degenhardt and Conrad Babb, both
of whom lived in Reading. Jacob Eichholtz, another
early master of this art, lived in Lancaster at the beginning of the nineteenth century. One of the best
contemporary tole painters is Eleanor Charles, who has
her own shop in Sunbury.
Very similar to toleware painting is the craft of wood
decoration. 18 Some artists, including Bea Minton,
Mabel Wells, and Evelyn Spanninger, regularly work in
both wood and tin decoration . As we have noted
above, painted decoration often occurs in connection
with both folk furniture and folk woodcarving in Pennsylvania . We may now add that colorful painted
decoration is also commonly found in small wooden
objects such as pails and salt boxes. One contemporary craftsman , George Kline, likes to work with small
pieces of furniture such as footstools.
One of the early masters of polychrome decorated
woodware was the Lancaster woodturner Joseph Lehn
(1798-1892). Lehn made small lidded containers such
as saffron boxes. Two other famous early craftsmen
were Heinrich Bucher of Berks County, who produced
tulip-decorated boxes, and John Drissel, who produced
decorated salt boxes at the end of the eighteenth
century.
Commercially produced wooden boxes similar to
Lehnware can now be found in gift shops in eastern
Pennsylvania, while individually made pieces are being
fashioned by craftsmen such as Jacob Brubaker of
Landisville. An outstanding contemporary wood
painter is Linda Brooke Baxter of Harmony, Rhode
54

Island, whose figure-decorated bentwood boxes are
masterfully executed exam ples of the modern revival of
early American crafts. Another contemporary wood
decorator is John Claypoole of Lenhartsville, who
specializes in the art of traditional Pennsylvania barn
decorations. These decorative painted figures, commonly known as "hex signs," are often seen on barns
in the eastern counties of Pennsylvania. Claypoole,
however, paints his decorative figures on wooden panels
which the buyer can take home and hang on his wall.
Claypoole learned his craft from Johnny Ott, a celebrated hex sign artist who died in 1964.
A less widely known type of decorative painting is the
art of reverse glass painting . Although traditional
Pennsylvania examples of this art seem primitive by
comparison with examples found in Bohemia and
Austria, the craft of reverse glass painting has a
venerable history in Pennsylvania. Some of the artists
who are currently working in this medium are David
W. Gottschall of Womelsdorf, Lynn Pleet of Lebanon,
and Barbara Strawser of Stouchsburg. Claudia Hopf,
who is best known for her work in scissors cutting,
has also taken an interest in reverse glass painting and
has combed museum collections in Germany, Switzerland, and Austria in search of examples.
There are various textile crafts, including needlework,
fabric stenciling, quilting, and several types of rug
making. Among the most characteristic products of
early Pennsylvania needlework are cross-stitched "slrow
towels." 19 A number of contemporary craftsmen,
such as Sue Garret and Evelyn Mentzner, do traditional
Pennsylvania needlework. Several types of floor coverings were used in early Pennsylvania, including woven,
braided, and hooked rugs. Maude Zane, who lives in
an eighteenth-century farmhouse near Gap, Pennsylvania, specializes in making hooked rugs, a craft which
she teaches at the Pennsylvania Farm Museum. 2o Another crafts teacher at the museum is Mae Breneman,
who specializes in braided rugs . Still another type of
traditional floor covering is made by Evelyn Althouse
of Ephrata, who makes floor mats from braided corn
husks.
The art of patchwork quilting is, of course, a
characteristically American folk art. Contemporary
Pennsylvania quilts are much in demand and some
quilts, such as the deep-hued quilts made by Amish
craftsmen, command high prices. 21 Among the many
craftsmen active in the field, we mention only Doris
Riexinger, who teaches quilting at the Pennsylvania
Farm Museum.
Spinning, weaving, and dyeing are also among Pennsylvania crafts which have enjoyed a revival. 22 Some
of the items most in demand are blue and white
hand-loomed coverlets. Among contemporary weavers are John F. Dreibelbis, Perma Dreibelbi , and
William Leinbach. Two other expert weaver are
Helen Weit of Ephrata and Lyn Jackson of Bedford .

Theorem painting on velvet alld traditional frame by
Marie and Dick De Verter.
Two other craft men \ ho
ork with le tile are
Marjorie . Yoder and
arie . De erter, both of
whom are peciali t in theorem painting. Thi craft,
a te hnique in which tencil are u ed to paint de ign
on velvet, i not really characteri tic of Penn Ivania
erman folk art, although the craft wa practiced in
Penn ylvania during the la t century. Marjorie Yoder,
who Ii e in Morgantown, i a er atile craft man \ ho
ha also taught wood graining technique at the Pennylvania Farm Mu eum.
The art of decorati e penman hip i one of the be tknown and mo t characteri tic Penn ylvania folk art. 23
olorfully illuminated hou ehold ble ing, bapti mal
certificate and the like were an integral part of Penn ylania German folk life in the eighteenth and nineteenth
enturie. Beginning in the early nineteenth century,
however, printed certi ficate began to make their
appearance.
ertificates of thi type were intended to
be filled in by the purchaser and colored by hand. The
de igns found on the e 0- ailed Fraktur-Schriften,
whether of the penned or printed type, characteristically
utilize motifs which can also be encountered in other
type of Pen n ylvania German folk decoration, uch a
painted furniture. Among the mo t recurrent de ign
motif are flower (uch a the tulip and ro e), variou
bird m otif (i ncl uding particularly the pelican and
pa rro t), conven tiona lized hovering angels, and the star
m otif. T he tar motif i, of cour e, particu larly
cha racteri tic of ba rn decoratio n , tho ugh it al 0 appear
in quil t a nd p unched tin work.
Am o ng the ea rl y rna ter of P enn ylva nia fo lk penm an ship was H einri ch Otto, who lived in Lancaster
at the end o f the eigh teen th cen t ur y. A no ther earl y
master wa Chri topher Dock, a schoo lma ter who
pre ented his better pup ils with m eticulo usly penned
certificate of merit. During the earl y twe ntieth century several Pennsylvania arti ts were among th e

pi nca
I Ihc c.;ral rc\i a!. Hi h qu Ill. r~proJlI~
ti n
f .:arl) .:nn)h nia ra~(lIr \.:r pr du ed t.
u h ani t a If\ing \ kn d. I J rl lleilnt n. I.D.
audcr. and I rl!d B \\ l!r .:.
\ dl lin ti\\: Iyk I carl) P.:nn ) h ania p.:nman hip
appear in Ihe illuminalcd manu 'ripl and \\ all han in
produ ed al the ph rata 101 Icr . Th.: manu 'ri pt illumll1allon pra 1I ed t phrat \\ a . h \\.:\ cr. I u.:h a
high order of ophi 1I alion that it ann I r.:all) b.:
chara tented a a type f r 11\ art.
mong the undl puted ' nt.:mporar) ma ter
r
Penn) Ivania alii raph) I R aila mUh. \\ ho ha
made an inten i\ e tud) of ever) t) pe r earl) Penn) h ania penman hip, Including the phr t
t) Ie f
manu cript illumination."
n ther \\ell-"n \\ n artl t
ther
ntcmp rar)
in thi field i Loi H arting.
alligrapher are melia urrie of mbler and :-"l eryl
Griffith of an a ter.
10 el akin to the art of illuminati\e penm n hip I
the art of cherenscilnille, or
i or
uttin g, \\ hich
appear to ha e been introdu ed into Penn) h ani
from
itzerland.
mong the earl pra tilione r
r
the art in P enn I ania \ a
hri tian trenge, \\ h
\ orked in Lanca ter ount at the end of the eighteenth
century. The Penn I ania arm 1u eum f andi
alley po e e a unique co ll ection of earl pe imen .
laudia Hopf, a nati e of incinnati \ ho no\\ Ii e in
alem,
a achu ett ,occ upi e a preeminent po ilion
in the field of ci or cUtli ng. '6 H er inlere t in i or
cutting goe back to 1969, \ hen he a\\ an example

A n example of the cut paper work do ne by A rlene
Fran ce of Lititz, Pennsylvania.
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which wa on loan to the Penn sylvania Farm Mu eum
from the Metropolitan Mu eum of Art. Mr. Hopf is
a gi fted and ver atile a rti t who aloha an interest
in illuminative penman hip and rever e glas painting.
not her hi ghl y gifted arti t in thi field i Arlene
France, a native of Igin , lllinoi who now lives in
Lititz. Her work, which characteri ti ca lly how black
figure
ilhouelled agai n t a white background, ha
been e hibited at numerou art hows, including hows
pon ored by the Baltimore Mu uem of Art a nd the
Phil adelphia M u eum of Art. 1n 1977 and 1978 he
\ on prize for her work at ex hibits pon ored by the
P nn ylva ni a Guild of raft men.

Scratch-decorated eggs by E vely n Althouse illustrating
heart and leaf design motifs.

Ed Mosheim makes baskets at the Goschenhoppen Folk
Festival.

The art of egg decoration i found in many countrie
and i , of cour e, particularly a ociated with Ea ter. 27
Evelyn Althou e of Ephrata i a rna ter of the traditional Penn ylvania tyle of egg decoration, which he
learned a a child from her mother. The technique he
u es i called "egg cratching" (oier gritzele in the
dialect). Becau e the eggs are meant to be kept permanently rather than consumed, they are fir t treated
by slow immering for up to two hour, a technique
which hrink the yoke, allowing it to dry out completely
after everal month s. The eggs are tained using
natural color and the color are fixed by using alum or
vinegar a a mordant. Finally, the design i applied by
scratching away part of the color to reveal the white
background. Mrs. Althouse originally u ed onion
skins to give a brown color to the eggs, but she now
al so u es a variety of other vegetable dye, such as apple
bark, lily-of-the-valley lea es, and sassafra. Her
work has been widely exhibited and in 1971 she received
a first prize at the Ephrata Farm Show. It usually
take her two to three hour to complete an egg, though
some designs, such as those executed on goose eggs,
may require a day or more. A variety of de ign
motifs are used, the most characteristic being small-leaf
figures, cross-hatched geometric figures, birds, and
hearts. Another contemporary egg decorator is Barbara
Born berger. 28

The art of making hand-made baskets has been
generally on the decline in the United States during
recent year, with imported ba kets being increasingly
used to fill dome tic demand. One of the few Pennsylvania craftsmen who ha tried to keep thi craft alive
is Carl Ned Foltz, who is better known for hi work as a
potter. Foltz make ba ket of rye traw and ha
given demon trations of this craft at the Kutztown Folk
Festival. Ollie Straw er, who died in 1961, wa a fulltime basket maker who e willow ba kets are now collector' items. Fred Bieber, another notable basket
maker of recent memory, preferred to work with plit
oak which he prepared on the schnitzelbank, a type of
planer's bench traditionally u ed for thi purpo e in
Penn ylvania. 29
There are, of course, still other traditional crafts
that may be mentioned. Traditional gunsmithing, for
example, is an important craft and gun mith uch a
Paul E. For ter make reproductions of antique Pennsylvania rifle. 30 Traditional leathercraft i taught at the
Pennsylvania Farm Mu eum by Harry Breneman. The
craft of making bandboxes, bent cardboard boxe
covered with decorative paper, i being kept ali e by
Marjorie Dexheimer and Marie Gott chall. It i al 0
gratifying to note in thi age of pia tic that at least one
craftsman, G. Atlee Crou e, ha been making nicely
fashioned horn cups of a traditional type. Among the
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minor crafts hich ha c n.: cntly c pericn cd a re\ i\ al
the production of chal~warc figurinc ~.
u h Il gurine), which ere once sold by Itinerant pcddlar:. , arc
made f painted plaster f Pari ~ and t> pi call ' n.: prc cnt
animals, such a squirrel. 1\1 dern rcpr du tion
f
such piece can no\\ be found in Pcnmyl\'ania ift
shops. The cr ft of hand-blo\\ n gla ha al
uri ed, and occasionall one mect \\ Ith c\ client rcpr du ction piece. , uch a tho e offered f r ale b the
mu seum hop a t the
rt In
ew York .
nf rtunately, ome traditional craft ha e apparentl>
su cum bed to the chan ged ondition of modern time.
he art of wagon buildin g, for example, no\\ appear
to be extinct, though th e Penn yl ania erman \~ ere
once famou s for their work in thi raft. Traditional
clockmaking techniqu e and building techniqu e ha e
al 0 apparently been uperceded .
r omeone imere ted in purcha ing mod ern reproduction of meri can folk art antique, a good place to
tart looking i in a mu eum gift hop. Th e ea thervane Gift hop at the Penn yl ania Farm
u eum
offer an out tanding selection of traditional craft.
Two other mu eum hop which deserve particular
praise are tho e at the Mercer Mu eum in Doyle town
and the Winterthur Mu eum near Wilmington, Delaware.
orne mu seum hop, including those at the

\ rt a nd thl: Ph iladdphia

i~

rocr an

\\ ill pr \ loe an

t.

f r traditi n I Penn J 1ho\\ r at ne f
\ ama ra t
the tUOI
n
the annual
Indl\ldual ra t man an al
iting e\penen 1:.
though the olle tor h uld be \\arned th t mc cr rt men find thclr \\or\... In u 11 demand that thc) arc
month behind In filling rder.
Throughout the nited tate there arc m n} Indl -ation that the raft re\i\al h met \\ith \\Ide pread
olor ph tograph
ntemp r r}
a ceptance.
\ ork done in traditional t} k appear regul rl} in
popular magazine u h a Ollf/{ry UI'IIIp, and In mon:
pecialized periodi al u h a the n/lqlle ;\/olllhi).
ontemporar \ orkman hip in the traditional r ft
no\ ha the en ouragement of a di erning publi and
there appear to be a bright future outlook for the
cra ft re i al.

o OT
'The presem paper wa originall wrillen for a lide lecture preemed in pril 19 0 as pan of a ymposim held at the Institute for
Texas ultures in an
monio, Tea. I wi h to c\prcs ' m)
gratitude to the American Ph ilo ophical 0 iet)', hich ha helped to
su ppon m research on Penn yl ania German fol k an through a

Passing craft techniques along to th e next generation at th e Goschenhoppen Folk Festival.
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grant-in-aid from the Penrose Fund . I also wish to thank the follow ing crafts men, who were visited personally during a research trip to
Penn ylvania : Evelyn A1thou e ( ph rata) , Lester Breininger (Robeonia), Carl Ned Foltz (Reinholds), Thomas G . Loose (Dauberville),
Jay Thomas tauffer (Lititz), Daniel Strawser (Stouch burg), Helen
Wei t (Ephrata), and Maude Zane (Gap) . I also wi sh to express my
appreciation to the following craft smen whom I have not met peronally but who were gracious in answering my que tions through
correspondence: John laypoole (Lenhartsville), Ameilia Beth urrie
(Ambler), Donald Esbenshade (High Spire), Arlene France (Lititz),
Meryl Griffith (Lancaster), laudia Hopf (Salem, Massachusells),
Bea Minton (POll ville), David Sharp (Bethlehem) , Walter Shunk
(Emmaus), John D. Tyler (Carli Ie), and Marjorie S. Yoder (Morgantown) . I likewise wi sh to acknowledge the help received from Mr.
A . hristian Revi, editor of the magazine Spinning Wheel, from Emil
W. Peter of the Buck County Guild of Craftsmen, and from Peg
Zecher of the Kutztown Folk Festival.
'Edwin A. Barber, Tulip Ware of the Pennsy lvania German POllers:
An Historical Sketch of the Art of Slip Decoration in the United
States ( ew York , reprint edition, (970) .
' Henry C. Mercer, The Bible in Iron; or, Th e Pictured Stoves and
Sto ve Plates of the Pennsy lvania Germans (Doylestown, Pa ., 19(4) .
Henry C. Mercer, "Pottery of the Pennsylvania Germans, " Bucks
County Historical Society Papers, 4: 187- I 91 (1917). Henry C. Mercer, " The urvival of the Mediaeval Art of Illuminative Writing
Among the Pennsylvania Germans," Bucks County Historical Society Contributions to American History, 2:423-432 (1897) .
'John J. Stoudt , Early Pennsylvania Arts and Crafts ( ew York ,
(964). Henry J. Kauffman, Pennsy lvania Dutch American Folk Art
(New York, 1964). Frances Li chten, Folk Art in Rural Pennsylvania
(New York , (946). Earl F. Robacker, Arts of th e Pennsy lvania
Dutch ( ew York , 1965).
' The following are orne of the many people who have taught craft
cour es or erved as craft demonstrators at the Pennsylvania Farm
Museum : Evelyn Althou se (egg decoration) , Bill Andes (whittling),
Mae Breneman (rug braiding), Claudia Hopf (scissors cutting), Philip
Kelly (tin mithing), Drew Lausc h (woodworking), Evelyn Mentze r
(embroidery), Philip Richards (pottery), Doris Riexinger (quilting),
Hazel Riggs (chair caning), Wayne Rowe (weaving), Rosalia Smith
(manu cript illumination), and Maude Zane (rug hooking) .
' Some of the many per ons who have served in recent years as
crafts demonstFators at the Kut ztown Folk Festival are the following:
Robert Blanchard (pottery), Barbara Bomberger (egg decoration) ,
Lester Breininger (pottery), Eleanor Charles (tole painting), John
Claypoole (hex ign painting) , Marie E. DeVerter (theorem painting) ,
John F. Dreibelbis (weaving), Perm a Dreibelbis (spinning and weaving), Vic Erwin (coppersmithing), Carl ed Foltz (basketry), Horman
Foose (tinsmithing), David Gott chall (rever e glass painting), Marie
GottschaJl (band box making), Harry Haupt (black mithing) , William
Heinrich (woodworking), Marie E. Kahl (chair caning), Philip Kelly
(metalcraft), Sam Laity (woodworking), Web Lauter (tinsmithing),
William Leinbach (weaving), Barry McFarland (woodworking),
Charles Messner (tinsmithing), Ross Miller (pottery), Bruce Nunemacher (cabinetmaking), Walter L. Shunk (pottery), Evelyn panninger
(tole painting), Abram Stauffer (candle making), Jay Thomas tauffer
(pewter casting) , Bruce Updegrove (woodcarving), Frank Updegrove
(woodcarving), Mabel Well (tole painting), and W. Dean Wright
(leathercraft) .
' Cornelius Weygandt, "A Maker of Penn ylvania Redware,"
Antiques, 49: 372-373 (June 1946). Guy Reinert, "Medinger , Last
Pennsylva nia Folk Potter," American Collector, May 2, 1935 . Ivan
W. Hess and Erich He , "The Medinger Pottery of Neifer,
Montgomery County," Bulletin of the Historical Society of Montgomery County, 2213: 225-246 (Fall 1980).
' Lester Breininger, " The Stahl Family Potter ," Antique Collecting, 219:2 1-25 (February 1979). See al 0 the unsigned article "Genuine
Pennsylvania German Ware; Powder Valley Men Who Produce This
Wa re," Bulletin of the American Ceramic Society , 19/ I :22-24 (January (940) , reprinted from the Reading Eagle (June 18,1939) .
' Mildred W. Key er (Mrs. C. Naaman Keyser) publi hed the e
booklets at Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania between 1943 and 1947 .
Some of the co ntributors to the series were: R.H . Dundore (painted
furniture), Elizabeth Swartz Hoke (reverse glass painting and tole
painting), Mildred W . Keyser (design, pottery), Frances Lichten
(dower chests), Richard Montgomery (architecture), Bernice B. Os-
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borne (spinning and dyeing), Guy F. Reinert (woven coverlets and
baskettry) , and John J . Stoudt (barn decoration) .
" Lester Breininger , POllers of the Tupehacken (Robeso nia, Pa .,
1979). Claudia Hopf, "The Breiningers' Traditional Redware,"
Spinning Wh eel, 31 / 3:8-11 (April 1975). Elaine G . Stetson, "America n Pottery Tradition Is Carried On : Rich Heritage Stands Behind
These Potters' Wheels," Antique Monthly, 12/ 15 : 12C and 15C
(October 1979).
"Earl F. and Ada F. Robacker, "The Art of the Potter," Pennsylvania Folklife (Folk Festival Supplement), 27 :48-55 (1978) .
"Claudia Hopf, " 20th Century Craftsmen : Wood Carver and
Decorator , Daniel and Barbara Strawser," Spinning Wheel, 30:8-9
and 58 (October 1974). Earl and Ada Robacker, "Folk Whittling in
Pennsylvania," Pennsylvania Folklife (Folk Festival Supplement),
22:38-48 (1973).
" Monroe Fabian, The Pennsy lvania-German Decorated Chest
(New York , 1978).
" Barry McFarland, " The Furniture-Makers at the Kutztown Folk
Festival," Pennsy lvania Folklife (Folk Festival Supplement), 27:35-39
(1978) .
" Thomas Loose, "Blacksmiths and Whitesmiths," Pennsylvania
Folklife (Folk Festival Supplement) , 29 : 10- 13 (1980) . Earl and Ada
Robacker , " Metalcrafting at the Folk Festival," Pennsylvania Folklife (Folk Festival Supplement), 28 :48-56 (1974) .
" Lester Breininger, " The Lure of Tinsmithing," Pennsy lvania
Folklife (Folk Festival Supplement), 22 :36-37 (1973).
" Ada and Earl Robacker , "Tin, Tole-and Independence,"
Pennsylvania Folklife (Folk Festival Supplement) , 25 :48-56 (1976) .
"Earl and Ada Robacker, "Decorative Painting," Pennsy lvania
Folklife (Folk Festival Supplement), 28:34-39 (1979) . Elmer L.
Smith, Hex Signs and Other Barn Decorations (Lebanon, Pa.,
1978).
" Marcia Loeb , Pennsylvania Dutch Needlepoint Designs (New
York, 1976).
" Claudia Hopf, " Maude Zane-Fo lk Art in Rug Hooking,"
Spinning Wheel, 32/ 6: 17- 19 (July-August 1976).
lI Robert Bishop and Elizabeth Safanda, A Gallery of Amish
Quilts: Design Diversity from a Plain People (New York , 1976) .
Ph yllis Haders, Sunshine and Shado w: Th e Amish and Their Quilts
( ew York, 1976). Earl and Ada Robacker, " Quilting Traditions
of the Dutch Country," Pennsy lvania Folklife (Folk Festi va l Supplement), 21:31-38 (1972) .
" John F. Dreibelbis, "Spinning, Weaving, and Lace Making,"
Pennsylvania Folklife (Folk Festival Supplement), 26:8- 11 (1977).
Ellen J. Gehret and Alan J . Keyser , Th e Homespun Textile Tradition
of the Pennsylvania Germans (Harrisburg, Pa ., 1976).
" Henry S. Bornemann, Pennsy lvania German lIIuminated Manuscripts: A Classification of Fraktur-Schriften and an Inquiry Into
Their History and Art (New York, 1973). Donald A . Shelley, The
Fraktur- Writings or Illuminated Manuscripts of the Pennsylvania
Germans (Allentown, Pa ., 1961). Frederick S. Weiser, The Pennsylvania German Fraktur of the Free Library of Philadelphia: An
lIIustrated Catalog (Philadelphia and Breinigsville, Pa ., 1976).
Frederick S. Wei er, Fraktur: Pennsylvania German Folk Art
(Ephrata , Pa ., 1973).
"Elmer L. Smith, COlllemporary Arts and Crafts from Th eir
Heritage of Antiquity (Lebanon, Pa ., 1978), p . 26 . Earl and Ada
Robacker , "Fraktur, an Enduring Art Form ," Pennsylvania Folk
life (Folk Fe tival Supplement), 26 :48-55 (1977).
" Claudia Hopf, "Rosalia Smith , Calligrapher and Fraktur Arti t, "
Spinning Wh eel, 33/ 6: 12- 15 (July-August 1977).
"Claudia Hopf, cherenschnille: Traditional PaperClllling (Lebanon, Pa ., 1979). Claudia Hopf, American Folk Art Calendar
1980 (Wichita, Kansas, 1979).
" laudia Hopf, "Scratch Decorated Easter Egg," Spinning Wheel ,
31 12:28-31 (March 1975). Venetia ewhall, An Egg at EaSTer: A
Folkloric Study (Bloomingtin, Ind ., 1971). Alfred Loui hoemaker,
Eastertide in Pennsylvania: A Folk Cultllral Study (Kutztown, Pa. ,
1960).
" Barbara B. Bomberger, "Simple Basic of Egg Decoration ,"
Pennsylvania Folklife (Folk Festival Supplement), 23: 12-13 (1974) .
" Carl Ned Foltz, "Basket making at the Festival," Pennsylvania
Folklife (Folk Festival Supplement), 24:44-47 (1979) .
'· Paul E. Forster, "The Muzzle-Loading Gun mith," Pel/n ylvania
Folklife (Folk Festival upplement), 27:40-41 (1978).
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EUROPEANS ON THE fRONTIER:
SCOTCH-IRISH BURIAL STONES
IN PENNSYLVANIA

By TlJeodore GralJal1) Corbett alJd CYlJtlJia Arps Corbett
The
otch-Iri h have been the ethnic group mo t
associated with fronti er ett Iement, the group that in
the eighteenth century co nqu ered the
ppalachian
frontier, e pecially in P enn ylva nia . The term ScotchIri h has cau ed co nfu ion si nce it refer to the Low land
Scot who participated in a eventeenth-cen tury migration
to Ireland, becoming Ul ter Scots or Scotsmen who li ed
in Ireland . Eighteenth-century observers labell ed them
Irish, djsregarding their Prote tant and cottish heritage.
Several historian s have covered their eighteenth-century
migration from Ireland to British America, portra ying
them as the epitome of frontier settlers, rough and homepun character , who chose to live at the edge of American
civilization. I As might be expected, the Scotch-Iri h
have been praised for their fighting qualities again t the
native Redman and the Briti h army in the America n
Revolution. Yet while their virtues as frontiersmen,
soldiers, and occasionally educators of the clergy are
exto lled, there has rarely been mention of their cultural
contribution, particularly of their fine arts. The reason
for thi is evident: consensus has it that as frontiersmen
they were too isolated to be involved in cultural activitie .
The thrust of this article is di fferent. It treats the
Scotch-Irish burial stones in Adams County, Pennsylvania as examples of Scotch-Irish culture in colonial
America. A sertion is made that such stones were
carved in a ophi ticated fashion, as sophisticated a if
they had been done in the mother country. Our
explanation is that the Scotch-Iri h associated with these
stones were newcomers who carried the culture of the
British Isles directly to the American frontier.
To prove this we have viewed the work of three
stonecutters who left their imprint on Scotch-Irish burial
stones in central Pennsylvania. Such carving in stone
has not always been regarded as a fine art, but recently
these works have been studied as pieces of sculpture,

\ ith an iconography of their 0\ n, rene ting their
community' religiou and ocial alue. 2
uch tone
ha e an ad antage 0 er other artifact ince the are
fixed geographi ally, gi ing the re earcher the e urit
of kno ing where they ha e been u ed. [n thi ca e,
we are looking at 29 burial tone, 10 ated in four
Adam
ounty cemeterie , co ering the pan 1741 -1770.
Adam County a created in 1800, before that being
a portion of York County, and before 1740 being a
portion of Lancaster ounty. During the mjd-eighteenth
century Adam s County was the frontier, the edge of
Pennsylvarua' ettlement, the home of the' cotch- lri h
of the border." This region dre\ them in the 1730 , 0
that by the [740s there" ere Scotch-[ri h fa mili e ettled
along or in the vici nity of the Mar hand Co ne\ ago
Creek (Fig. 1). This now of immigrants began in
1729 when 140 Scotch-Irish families arrived at ew
Castle, Delaware . Among the arri al was Hance
Hamilton who became o ne of the leader of the arsh
Creek settlements. Hi s equiva lent in the icinity of the
Conewago was David Hunter , who founded a com muruty
in 1749 named Woodstock (today' Hunterstown) .l
Specific evi dence of the settlers first appears in the
1740s when the Scotch-Irish came into conflict with their
landlords, the Penn brothers, ons of the co lony 's
founder, William Penn. As agent for hi s brothers,
Thomas Penn had in 1739-40 established a proprietary
estate, the Manor of Ma ke. In 1745 the brothers
sent surveyors and a sheriff to layout the manor, but
to their surpri e 60 to 70 Scotch-Irish were already in
residence and they attacked the Penns' party . Accorrung
to the Penns' agent, Richard Peters, the settlers wanted
no manorial terms, but simple settlement in fees common.
Intimidated, Peters decided that those who held land
before 1741 should not be subject to manorial dues .
The Manor was not surveyed until 1765, at that time a
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Figure 2: Black slate stone of Jam es Innis who died in
1766 at the age of 62; Upper Marsh Creek Burial Yard.
Innis emigrated to America around 1729 and set/led on
the Manor of Maske before 1741.

Figure 3: Black slate stone of Jam es Ross who died in
1741 at the age of 67; Great Conewago burial yard.

Ii t being made of tho e ettler who held land before
1741. ' The list included Jame Agnew, Jame Inni s,
and Andrew Thomp on, all of whose burial tone exist
and will be analyzed in this urvey .
The Marsh and Conewago Creek communitie were
al 0 significant in the mjd-eighteenth century as defensive
outpost during the French and Indian War (1755-1763).
Fighting a partisan war, Indian partie in 1755 de troyed
home in the Cumberland Valley, leaving the Mar h
Creek settlements a the western defen ive line of
Pennsylvania. Many of the Scotch-Iri h were recruited
to man the frontier forts or to erve in the 1758 Forbes
expedition which captured Fort Duque ne. S One of the
stones viewed was that of Jame Agnew, who in 1756
was captain of the econd As ociated Company of
York County, consisting of 63 men . Agnew had settled
on the Manor of Maske before 1741 and in 1743 he was
listed a one who had obstructed the manor' s survey.
Six years later he was appointed Over eer of the Poor
for Hamiltonban Township, then part of York County.
There is a slim chance he erved with others of Hance
Hamilton' s regiment at the Battle of Sideling Hill,
where Delaware braves defeated a group of pursuing
militia . 6 Certainly he , and perhaps others in these
cemeteries, had some pretention to military fame.
Since the four burial yards of interest to us were
church yards, it is also significant to follow the development of the area's Presbyterian churches. As of 1732
western York County was under the jurisdiction of the
Donegal Presbytery, and it was their supply pastors who
were sent to preach in the homes and clearings along
or near the Marsh and Conewago Creeks until enough
support was gathered to erect a log church. There are no
traces of these early log structures, but it is assumed that
they were adjacent to the existing burial grounds. The
dates of these first log churches are: Great Conewago

1743 -49 , Lower Marsh Creek 1741-49, Upper Marsh
Creek (Black's Cemetery) 1749-53, the "Pines" 1753-66. 7
These four church yards contain 29 black or blue slate
burial stones wruch have been identified as belonging to
rrud-eighteenth century Scotch-Irish families. The stones
are rruxed with tho e of later periods, of djfferent styles,
and of different materials. The stones of later generations of Scotch-Iri h are conventionally neo-c1assical or
Victorian in inspiration. 8 In one case, at the "Pines"
burial yard the Scotch-Irish stones are incorporated into
a yard of Pennsylvarua German stones.9 The bulk of the
29 stones are upright, but four of the samples and others
of similar style are horizontal on supports or on the
ground. It is impossible to determine whether this is
the re ult of custom or the practical re ult of the elements
and time.
One person carved the bulk of these stones, but his
name i unknown. What clues we have to his identity
are derived from stylistic analysis of the stones. The
outstanding feature of the bulk of the stones is that they
are exclusively baroque in form, a style which is rarely
found in mid-eighteenth century American cemeteries. 10
The tyle is characterized by the mastery of plastic
volume techniques to create depth and the u e of undulating surfaces to define space (Fig. 2). The most consistent forms of decoration are flowers, vines, and leafage
wruch frame the stones, a commonplace motif; however,
they are done in a raised, naturalistic fashion, as if they
had been draped across the stone. Several stones are
emblazoned with coats of arms decorated with stag
heads, lions, and leopards, popular heraldic symbols.
More often than not, a ingle figure rather than a
complete shield is portrayed, one of the favorite representations of prowess being a hand wielding a sword
(Fig. 3). Several stones have figure of a traditional
religious nature such as winged cherubs and turtle
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hgure 4: Black late stone of Jean Browl/fiel who died
1766 at the age of 5; LOlVer Mar h reek Bunal
Yard.

II/

do c , both figure repre enting the re urrected oul
( ig .4,5,6). Yet the tone of uch figure i decorati e
and c uberantly ecular rather than pi ritual.
nc tone bearing the title, "The weight and measure
of ot land," how a erie of weight and tankard in
bold relief (Fig. 7). The e article may be rna onic
ymbo l or could be interpreted a the wine cup of the
la tupper, but again one i left with the feeling that
the car er i endea oring to reproduce the object of
trade men or the market place.

Figure 5: Black late tOile of Jean IlItII who died III
1760attheageof39; Upper arh reek Burial ard.

Figure 6: Black slate stone of Abraham Agnew who
died in 1753 at the age of 3; Lower Marsh Creek Burial
Yard.

Figure 7: Black slate tone of R ebek ah Erwin who died
in 1763; Upper Marsh Creek B urial Yard.
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Figure 8: Blue slate stone oj Jane Waugh who died
in 1770 at the age oj 18; Lower Marsh reek Burial
Yard.

Figure 9: Black slate stone oj James Patterson who died
in 1769 at the age oj 39; Great Conewago Burial Yard.

The work of this fir t Scotch-Iri h carver i in tark
contra t with the bulk of mid-eighteenth century New
ngland tone which have heretofore been tudied.
A a whole, New ngland tone do not how baroque
characteri tic until the later decade of the eighteenth
century and then uch characteri tic are diluted by the
already existing New
ngland tyles. I I This New
England tyle, in fact, appear on a few of the tone
found in the Lower Marsh reek burial yard: one dated
1770, belonged to Jane Waugh of Scotch-Irish descent
(Fig. 8). Her stone is by the hand of a second carver;
its decoration i flat and linear, creating an ab tract
rather than a reali tic interpretation of object. Actually,
the figures have so little depth they can be visualized in a
rubbing. The style of thi tone not only betrays New
England origin, but its conception follows popular New
ngland theological ideals of the perishable tate of
earthly life. ' 2 Portrayed are a coffin and grave digger,
a combination found on many Yankee stone, but in
Adams County found only on thi tone. Here i a
work of American folk art, not cultivated baroque
tradition , a stone which eem out of place in the e
cemeteries.
If the Waugh tone was done by a econd carver, it i
also evident that a third carver produced at lea t three
of the stones in our sample. These stones are imilar
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to tho e of the first carver in their use of black slate and
in their popularity among Scotch-Irish families. They
eem, however, to have been produced at a later time
(about 1760 to 1790) and are more massive, squarish
blocks of late, unsculptured in contrast to those of the
first carver. They are also consistently lettered in
block form, while carver number one labelled in script
and capitals as well as block. Overall, the work of the
third carver is much cruder and is limited to a single
repetitiou de ign, a chain-like vine, the mystical symbol
of one's voyage from life to death (Fig. 9). This
carver' design has reverted to linear form, rather than
baroque style. It appears, then, that the third carver
may have inherited the mantle of the first about 1770,
but was unable to maintain the cultivated traditions of
the baroque.
How did the fir t carver come to have uch a command
of the baroque style on the edge of Pennsylvania's
frontier? The answer seems to lie in the fact that he
wa a recent immigrant who had been trained in the
Briti hIles. He appear to have arrived at the Manor
of Maske in the 1740s and reached a peak in his work
from 1756 to J 766; hi last known tone is dated 1768.
While this carver may have come with the earlie t wave
of pre-1741 Scotch-lri h ettler, he probably came
later, but wa well e tabli hed by the time of the French

and Indian War . H I ~ ' ills in the bar quI.: I. k \ uld
not ha c becn unu ~ua l in thc Br ili h I k. \hal.: I.: I.:n
c untry !>tOncc uttcr \ had mastl.:n:d Ihl.: u I.: f pia ti
molding and undulatin g ~urfa c~ to I.:rcat t nc\ a in t
pla ~ tcr dccorallon .
nc authOnL)
n Brithh bUrial
st ncs affirm s that b> the mid -cightcenth centur) the
makin g of ch urch ard monumcnt "cn ou raged a \\Ide
cmp l yment f craft men both in \ IIlage and t \\ n
and the latter including men of ome 10 al Imp nan e.
wh were tatuari e and ma ter ma on engaged In
building , often upp rtin g more than one or k. hop ."
Th e first toneCUller ma y ha e been uch a ma on for
he produ ced tones with kill that could on ly ha e been
learned in th e Bri ti h I Ie .
o find uch c ultivated ca r ing in hat wa a frontier
bac kwater, call for a re-e aluation of th e com mon
co nception of how material culture \ a tran ferred.
In the mid -eighteenth centur y it would normall y be
a umed that uch culture wa car ri ed from the Brit i h
I Ie to Ameri ca n coa tal citie ,w here tyl es ould be
diluted by Ameri ca n innu ence and o nl y pa ed on to
the frontier in a modified form, a proce s in olving
everal generation . But thi i not th e proce rep reounty. The cotch-Iri h immigrant
ented in Adam
did not delay in ew a ti e or Philadelphia , or e en
Lanca ter a nd York, but mo ed qui c kl y to the Mar h
and onewago reek area.
a re ult, there a littl e
han e to dilute the cu ltural tradition they broug ht from
the British Isles , a nd ophi ticated kill were thus tran ported from the Old W orld to the Ameri ca n fro ntier.
This frontier was clearly neith er a
meri ca n nor a
culturall y backward a it i often portrayed .
Work on material cu lture in other region ha begun
to ubstantiate the h ypot hesis that the material culture
of America' eighteenth-century frontier was till strongly
European. Photograp hers, for instance, have portrayed
similar tones of a bit later date in three Mecklenburg
County, North Carolina cemeteries." From the 1750s
on, thi region of the Piedmont frontier was ettled by
Scotch-Iri h who came by way of Pennsylvarua, Maryland ,
and Virginia. Documented co nnect ion between the
Adam County carvers a nd the orth Carolina ca rver
has not come to light, but one ca n a sume that s uch
stone can be found in other areas of Scotch-Irish
settlement. The arne pattern is seen in other aspect
of Scotch-Iri h culture such as their kill in making
linen cloth . Their experience in growing, proces ing
and spinning flax in Ul ter wa part of the heritage they
brought to Londonderry, on the New Hamp hire frontier,
from 1718-1722. '1 So uccessful were they in this home
industry that they were able to draw customers from
coastal cities like Port mouth to buy their prized linen.
Nor is evidence limited to the Scotch-Irish. An
archeological study of two western Massachusetts defensive posts during King George's War, Fort Shirley
and Pelham, concludes that the garrisons drank from
salt-glaze teacups, smoked from pipes, and covered

Ihem eh e \ ilh -I Ih manu Iad ur..:J in E' n land ral h..:r
lhan in Ir nli..:r h u eh Id .
Thu il i be innln
c a U!PI":O Ih I m..:ric , ..:i hl..:..:nlh Cl.:nlur) In oller
Ih U ~ hl, UI h d mu h in
\\ a\ nOI
rud..: a \\
mm n \\ ilh Id \\ rid ' U IIU re::.

Jam\!> Lc)burn. Tlrl
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. I 62) ; U)
f- Ioll. TI'l . otelr In,Ir In Pl·f/I/Hhonro. Pcnn \ I·
'ami! HI;IOr) tUdlC, no . 3 (C,cll),bur . I -I ); Jnd II cnr Jonc
rord, Tire ·otch· lrulr In ·tmt'n(·o (191 : rcpnntl-d . ll amdcn.
nn .:
Archon Boo ~,I
)
The b~."t e\amplc arc Peter Bcnc. · \Iud) of PI) mouth OUIll).
la,\a hu em, Tlrl! \/o5h oj OrtlrodoH ( .\ mhcr t, \1 3 ,19 1 and
Ian ud .... ig· Crolef/ Imogl! ( \\iddlcto\\ n. onn. I 66)
' Warner. Beer,
o. 111510n of IdOl fH
Ollllfl Pt'lJflSyl"onra
(I 2; reprint cd., Km ght 10'" n, I nd. 19 1, pp 17·_, _-11 -_-16,
336-337; h13beth ilmor, JI illiam Cr/mor·Saralr lIaf/na 17
trtJ/IIr
CO if

Jr.-A nn Hamilton 17 , Tlrt' VII/Oil of tltt' Four

-amillt'

tcr, Ohio. 1932). pp. I -I- I 3.
'Hubenu
ummang. Richard Peters, Prol'",cfOl e retan and
Cleric (Philadelphia. 194-1). pp 10 · 111 . The Ii~t an be round an
\ arncr. Beer
0 .• Adams 0,"111', pp. 21·2 .
' So K. te en • Donald H . Kent. utumn L. Leonard. cd .. Tht'
Papers of Henry Bouquet (H am burg. 1972) . ' -01. I , pp. 39 -399
In 1a). 175 • George te'en on of Yor l. ount) \HOtC 10 olonel
Henry Bouquet about recruitang for a Penn yl\ama reglmcnt an the
ar h reek area.
" ': arner. Beer.
0., Adam
ounty, pp. 12. I .2 1.5 ,2 4.2 6.
On ideling H ill ee \ illiam H unter. Fort on the Penn yll'allla
FrolJlier, 1753-5 (H arri burg. 1960). pp . I 9. 36 • 37 . 411 12 . 429,
( \ 00

557,55 .56 1.
' Warner. Bee r
0 .• Adam
Ollllf)" pp. 244-45. 2 4- 5, 336-3 .
Today only one of the e burial yard ha a Pre byterian . hurch
adjacent 10 it: The Great one \ ago. a di tingui hed Georgian ch ur h
erected in 17 7. Two of the yard. Lower and Upper lar h reel..
have no adjaccnt church. \ hile the " P ine" yard had it Pre byterian
church taken down in I 03 and replaced by a erman Lutheran and
Reformed hurch . The ke rea on for the pa IOral obscurity of the
yards i the decline of the original 1ar h and one, ago reek elllemenLS after I 00, as population shifted 10 the ne, I des ignated dam
County eat. GellY burg. Some of the eighteenth- cntury tone
originall y located in the Lower and Upper lar h reck burial ard
\ ere remo ed in the nineteenth centur to Gelly burg'
emeter .
I For instance, the
tone of lexander Dobbin and hi \ ife I abella
are of the plain , neo·cla sical de ign found widely during 1790-1 20 .
Dobbin was a otch· lri h Presbyterian clergyman who built Gett burg'
o lde t existing house in 1776.
9
0 a llempt will be made 10 compare the cotch- Iri hand Penn syl·
va nia German sto ne. Adam
OUnt' de orated Penn ylvania
German sto ne tend 10 be from a later period. 17 0- 1 20. and are
primiti e in their co nception and execution.
IO Baroque lOne ha e been found in la achu ell , Co nn ecti ut ,
Rh ode Island, ew York. and onh Carolina. as well a Pennsyl ania.
but they are uni cr ally outn umbered by lOne of other styli sti c
tradition .
II Ludwig. Cral'en Im ages, pp. 2 3-334.
" Ibid., pp. 2. 5.291.
" Frederick Bu rges. English Churchyard A4em oria/s (London.
1963), p . 114 . cited Ibid., p . 240 .
" Francis Du val and Ivan Rigby. " Memorial Im ages in Three Pre·
byterian Yards. Charlolle. North Carolina." ews/effer of tire Asso·
ciation fo r Graves tone Studies, (Spring 19 I), pp . 3-4.
" Merrimack alley Textile l u eum. All Sorts of Good Sufficient
Cloth: Linen· Making in ell' Eng/and 1640- 1860 ( onh And over.
1>lass .. 1980) . pp. 11 ·20.
" l ichael Coe. " The Line of Fo rt s: Archeology of the MidEighteenth Century on a MassachusetlS Frontier ." Dublin Seminar
fo r ew Eng/and Folklije: Annual Proceeding (1977), pp. 44-45 .
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Over the la thai f century there has been an increa ing
documentation of the cultural and lingui tic life of the
Pennsylvania German. The e range from the Lambert dictionary (1924) to work expre ing concern for
the ocial in titution (Wood, 1942; Klees, 1950;
Par on , 1976) and include a va t number of themes in
the publication of the Penn ylvania German ociety.
Be ide thi literature oriented to the society and
culture, there have been urvey of the linguistic
pattern of given communi tie , a with Enninger'
(1980) tudy of the morphological and yntactic hift in
Kent County, Delaware. On the other hand, there ha
been relatively Ie
y tematic inquiry into the maintenance of the language, even though e timates of language
u age have been made (Lambert, 1924; Klos , 1966).
One exception to the impre ioni tic approach i the
Huffine (1980) tudy of everal communitie in ea t
central Penn ylvania including both religiou minoritie
and the population acculturated in American society.
The pre ent tudy i a survey of the attitudes of
peaker in certain portion of Berk and Lehigh countie. By no mean is it to be con idered a a cen u ,
rather it i to determine the tatu of Penn ylvania
German a a minority language, and e pecially what
social background (age, ex, social cla s, among other
variables) are correlated with preference for the
language. As a detailed analysis of the effect of these
backgrounds or " ubcultures" is to be reported eparately, the present article approache the ample a a
totality and particularly report the feeling of the
respondents in regard to language loyalty. This information may be useful to individuals and groups
concerned with language planning in order to rever e
the decline in Penn ylvania German.
The target of the study was the inhabitant of orne
twenty villages and town in the e two countie. Although
some farmers were included in the survey, the Old
Order Mennonite (except for five who were included
for purposes of comparison) were not, a they represent
a totally different population and one about which there
is little doubt as to language maintenance. Nor did
the study include other areas, the most important being
Lancaster County. However, the tati tics in Berk
and Lehigh are not unrepresentative of other parts of
eastern Pennsylvania (Reed and Seifert, 1948).
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The situation of Pennsylvania German, or Deitsch, is
unique in that it is the only signi ficant linguistic island
(with the po sible exception of Spanish in New Mexico)
in the United States to survive from the colonial period
to the present. One critical factor in its survival has
been the extensive area over which it is spread-over a
dozen counties in Pennsylvania, in addition to migration into Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia. Even so,
the language (or dialect as some prefer to label it) has
been remarkably more enduring in some communities
than in others.
The movement into Pennsylvania in the early eighteenth century was from various parts of Germany,
especially the Palatinate or Pfalz, and to some extent
from Switzerland. The immigration into Berks and
Lehigh counties was also largely from the Pfalz (Reed
and Seifert, 1948), and the dialect of these two counties
(along with Montgomery) has been indentified as Southeastern Pennsylvania German (Costello, 1978). In
reality, all peakers of Deitsch are mutually undertandable, a remarkable phenomenon when one consider the diversity within a minority language of
We tern Europe uch as Breton or Romansch.
The ituation of Pennsylvania German can be
de cribed as a case of bilingualism or qua i-diglossia.
Although bilinguali m characterize many individuals,
the majority of the population are not bilingual,
therefore the Deitsch-English relationship cannot be
labelled a a true diglossia (Fergu on, 1959). ) However, to the extent that the area is diglossic it conforms
to the tendency for one language, the official one, to
be the code chosen for statu purposes, i.e. formal
ituations and white-collar occupations, wherea the
minority language function more among rural activitie
with lower tatus occupations uch as farming.
It i appropriate to compare the statu of Pennsylvania German with that of other minority languages.
In one re pect it is simi lar to Frisan, which remains
more of a dialect than a language; Fri an, however,
receives more in titutional upport than does Deitsch.
Klo (1966) compares the situation of Penn ylvania
German to that of Afrikaan , which remained a a
dialect with Dutch continuing to be the official written
vehicle until the latter part of the nineteenth century,
when a written form of Afrikaan became accepted.

Althoug h we ha c no exact calculation of the number
of Pennsyl ania erman spea er -one c lImalion a
generation ago wa 3
(Kl ees, I 50)-11 ,,"ould
seem today to be compa rabl e to the 50,
peakers in outhern witzerland or to aeh spca cr
in the Hebrides. H owe er, the c language generally
have a ri ch literary tradition stretching 0 er e eral
centuri es, and in th e ca e of aelic (and \ el h even
more so), chu rch liturgy as well a Bible reading \Va in
the minority lan guage. In cO ntra t, literature in
Deitsch em erged only a century ago, and the allempt to
sta nd ardize the written form ha ne er been ucce ful.
The co nni ct over phoneti c implies either accepting the
Bu ffi ngton and Barba (1954) system ba ed on Germani
tradition o r opting for an a ng licized spelling .
0 t
authoriti es lean to the former approach (Druc kenbrod,
1977).
From the Pa t to the Present
It ha been popular to view the future of P ennsylvania German as doomed but, in reality, it is difficult to
as ess adequately its strengths a nd weaknesses. Even
a casual review of the state of the language notes
contradictions. On one side there has been an im pressive number of serious publications in and on the
language for over a century ; on the other side one sees
the buffoonery reflected in the Fersamlinge and
Grundso w ceremonies. Contradictions in the status of
Pennsylvania German are hardl y new . Early in the last
century a number of religious groups-Moravians,
Lutherans, Schwenkfelders, and especially the Amish
and Mennonites-were reluctant to press for the instruction of German in the schools even though a
number of ministers had played a role in fosteri ng
German studies during the colonial period (G latfelter,
1981). The reluctance to take advantage of the 1834
Free School law to establish German-speaki ng schools
occurred in the same decade that "Die Deutche Reform "
was pushing for use of the language in t he courts, in
the registration of public documents, and in education
(Kloss, 1966:218). Inevitably the struggle between
Standard German and Pennsylvania German heightened
this inconsistency.
A German press remained healthy through much of
the nineteenth century. Newspapers in Standard German flourished, the Readinger Adler reaching a circulation of roughly 5,000 in 1891 (Wood, 1942:147), before
an unending decline set in. One obstacle to a Standard
German press was a growing acceptance of the Pennsylvania German dialect in newspaper columns, plays, and
other literature. In the end, the conflict between the
two forms of German was nearly fatal to both .
In the present century the failure to maintain Pennsylvania German has been basically the end result of
social change-rampant industrialization and urbanization, increasing mobility, and rising standards of

litera y through publi edu ati n \\ hi held m fall t
ha\C:: ad\ er e effect
n a min fit) language
\ Ire o\er, a the Re\·olutl nar} and 1\" \\ ar had hindered
the de\el pment 0 Delf eh, t\\ \\ rid \\ ar had e\en
deeper effe t , pr babl) m re be u e I gc raphic
mobilil imp cd n the area than becau e I anti erman feeling. Indeed, the t\\ \\ar
nl) ha tened
pro e e thaI \\erc alread} In mOll n.
KI
(I 6:219) put it: .. t the outbrea~ of \\ rid \\ r I,
erman pre
in Penn yh anla had all but dl appeared. B the outbrea~ of W orld \\ ar II , the la t
tra e of H igh erman prea hing had foil wed."
ith the in rea ed mo ement of people into the t\\
cou ntie (Reading no Ie
than
lien town di playing
e er greater indu trializatio n and uburban pra\\ I) the
po t ar period ha been marked b a ce lerat ed negle t
of Pennsyl ania German.
\ arene of the plight of
the language ha led to attempt at re italization, for
instance by e tabli hing clas e in Deitsch. Yet th e
consciousness of an endangered pecie i not a acute
as with several of the econdary language of
es tern
Eu rope, where political co nsideration are pre enl.
But no less basic to the disappearance of P enn Ivania German is its proximity, phy icall and lingui tically, to English. Althou gh it ha been e timated that
the amount of borrowing from English ha aried from
o to 15 per cent (Lambert, 1924), the be t \ riter
use only the pure Pennsylva nia German which i
derived from the Westrich speech of the P a latinat e.
The result of more than two centurie of contact
has been a so urce of co ntinuing cor ruption . Al so, as
Schach (1951) documents, the close relation hip of
English and German in phonetics, tructure, and emantics has had its own enormous inpact. 2 It i to this
situation of desperateness ari si ng from linguistic problems as well as the social setting that the pre ent
research is directed.
Methodology and the Sample
The questionnaire, which co ntained both standardized and open-end item s , was adopted from the instrument the author used in his resea rch in other minority
language areas. It was administered in the subjects '
homes with a refusal rate of less than five per cent.
The interview was co nducted in English even though a
taping of conversatio n or reading of Deitsch was
occasionally included.
A s a criterion for selecting the sample the individual
must have had some exposure to Pennsylvania German
speech within the home . That is, in-migrants were
eliminated unless they had married or been adopted into
a Pennsylvania German culture. In this respect between 20 (as, say, fo r Lenhartsville) and 60 per cent (in
Hamburg, for example) of the houses approached were
omitted. A minor bias was the elimination of urban
communities (Allen~wn, Emmaus, Macungie) where
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the ratio of dialect speakers wa ufficiently meager
that it appeared impractical to ferret out these relevant
ubject . Al 0, the farmer population is underrepreented. Th e fo u i on th village, wh ere from the
author ' viewpoint the urvival of Penn ylvania German i at take.
The di tribution of the 171 interviews (five Old
Order Mennonite are not included) were as follow s:
Berk County (99): Mertztown, Topton, Bowers, New
Jeru alem (31); Fleetwood (10); Hamburg (10); Windor Ca tie, Lenhart ville, Krum ville (17); New Berlinsville, Bechtel ville (12) ; Huff
hurch (9); Kutztown
(14) . For Lehigh
ounty (72): Zionsville and Old
Zion ville (II); Albertu (16); New Tripoli (13); Saegersville, German ville, Pleasant Corner, Lynnville (32).
Interviewee ranged in age from 19 to 91 years, the
ample having an average age of 61.8 year. In order
to a sure a relativel y even ex ratio, the interviews
were held predominantly on weekend, male accounting for 57 per cent of the interviewee. (It i relevant
that if both pou e were present the ubject sugge ted
that I interview the hu band rather than the wife.
Women' liberation ha
eemingly not invaded the
rural land cape of eastern Penn ylvania.) Over 90 per
cent of the ample were or had been married , Ie than
one per cent had been divorced, but 20 per cent were
widow. Their relative con ervati m i al 0 indicated
by a high per cent of church attendance; nearly 80 per
cent were (or had been until health problem intervened) attending church at lea t once a month. In view
of the rural environment and the large number of
upper-age adult, the low educational attainment (8.3

years for the men and 9.8 years for the women) is
not surprising . Over three-fourth s of the household
heads were in manual work ranging from farming and
routine factory labor to highly specialized skill s.
On the whole , the sample represented a variety of
communities that were not only detached from Megapolis but also from the urban centers of Allentown and
Reading. However, there has been an increasing drift
toward the cities-a principal factor in the avarage age
of the sample. Only in the last decade have a minority
of those fini shing high school entered college, as the
tendency to enter and possibly complete high school
became apparent around the period of World War II.
These factors have been crucial in the shift from Pennsylvania German to English.
The Speech Repertory and Shifting Domains
The most glaring finding of the study is the decline of
Pennsylvania German over the life cycle of the subjects.
Yet on the whole the data point to the twilight rather
than to the death of a language. For the moment Deitsch
remains healthy in some domain s.
early two-thirds,
or 64 per cent, of the sample asserted that they speak
Pennsylvania German fluently, in addition to 15 per
cent who speak it "fairly well." Yet as seen in Table I
(No . I) , almost half preferred to use Deitsch when they
were children as compared to about a fourth today .
Almost three-fifths were socialized in Pennsylvania
German, with half that ratio growing up in English and
less than a tenth acquiring both lan guages in their early
year (No.2). The spouse was slightly less likely to
have come from a Pennsylvania German background.

Tab le 1
peech Pattern and Domains a Reported by 171 Pennsylvania Germans'
Per

ents
P enn ylva nia
Germ a n

I.

2.
3.

4.
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Language prefe rred as a child
T odaya a n adult
Language first acquired by int erviewee
First acqu ired by spo use
La nguage used :
With Pa rent s
With playmates as a child
With a teenager
With spo u e today
With o ne' s children
With fri end s
With neighbo rs
With wo rk peers
T o the be t o f yo ur kno wl edge,
in which la nguage do yo u te nd to
Th ink
Drea m
xpress stro ng feelings

nglish

Bo th

45.0
26.9
59.6
54. 1

39 .8
50.3
31. 6
37 .6

15.2
22.
.8
8. 3

57 .3
43.9
30.4
3 1.6
6.3
20.5
11.2
14 . 1

28. 1
42. 1
50.3
55 .0
79 .2
45. 6
47. 3
54.4

14.6
14.0
19.3
5.8
14 .6
33 .9
41.4
31.5

29 .8
27.5
25.7

57.3
64.4
49 . 1

12. 9
8. 1
25 . 1

The explanation may lie in the tenden y of the \~ ife to
follow her husband to hiS chosen area of re ~ iden c.
Al so, there is evidence of the hu sband encouraging the
wife to acquire the dialect rather than the re\ er e
proce s. Alth ough erbal abilitie are more a 0 lated
with women, allegiance to a minority language re t
odak-Leodolter,
more with the male (Ore ler and
1977; William son and Van erde, 1980).
hildren drift away from Penn yl ania German a
they begin LO socia lize with peers, and the adherence to
nglish beco mes accelerated with the entry into adolescence (No.3). This process is enhanced with the
school. Teachers-a nd more than occa ionally parents-have deliberately discouraged the use of the
minority language by the use of sa nctions, even though
more often than not the teacher i a Pennsylvania
German speaker . Over the last few decades the stigma
of the accent has been a deterrent, as a number of the
interviewees remarked .
The effect of the generational difference can hardly
be overstressed. Even more visible than the co ntrast
between the interviewees and their parents is the gap
between interviewees and their children in the choice of
a language code. Most subjects were much more likely
to use Deitsch with their spouse than with their children.
Those who are presently in middle age-50 to 65 yearstend to speak Deitsch to their children, the latter
answering in English-a phenomenon current among
many minority language areas of Western Europe.
Only rarely do parents under 50 years of age attempt to
use Pennsylvania German, except in a joking fashion.
However, it is used in front of the children as a secret
language, another index to the ambivalent status of the
language. It is significant that several of the younger
subjects mentioned that they learned Pennsylvania German from their grandparents.
If communication in Pennsylvania German is declining on an intergenerational basis, intragenerational
speech remains more hopeful. As we note in No.3,
more than half of conversational networks among
friends and neighbors are in Deitsch or in a combination of Deitsch and English. In the work setting the
use of Pennsylvania German is current in many of the
smaller establishments. In Topton, for instance, conversations among work peers in the Caloric Corporation were reported to be in Pennsylvania German. The
data show that either the partial or the predominant
choice of the Pennsylvania German code for conversing
at a tavern or meeting friends at church is approximately 40 per cent, dropping to 17 per cent for
shopping and to only 10 per cent for organizational
meetings. Of the subjects who went to cafes or bars,
about 10 per cent indicated that almost all of their
conversations were in Deitsch. The choice of code
depends not only on age but on the setting, the social
climate of the community, and the number of Deitsch

pea er . The a e r a _ year Id \\ r er at the
alon plant 10 opt on I dIu trativc, if rather uni uc.
He had learned the diale t fr m hi grandparent, and
later 10 I tcd on u 109 II \\ IIh hi parent, un -Ie:. nd
aunt. HI major pee h d maIO be Ide the pI nt \\ a
the 10 al \olunteer fire compan) "here the I er member pro\ ided the atmo phere r r the) unger \ lunteer to maintain the language tradition .
\ hether valid or in\alid, the ubJe t ' etlmati n f
. 4) re\ e led
the code u ed in their cognition (
greater commitment to Penn yh ania erman than did
other indi e e ept for the ode u ed \\ith one' pou e.
hen a ked in hi h language the think, the ubje t
as 0 iated Penn I ania German more \\ ith arm II fe,
\ ith humor, and \ ith enain intcrper onal ituati n .
English wa almo t e 'clu i el u ed for om mer e and
technology. The subje t were u uall uncertain about
the code in which they dreamt, but e en marginal
speakers chose Penn yl ania German to expre their
feelings. Profa nit y, for example, eem Ie offen i e
in Pennsylva nia German! For the half of the ample
who uses Pennsylva nia German or combi ne Penn ylvania German with English for expressing emoti on-a
higher proportion than for thinking or drea min g-the
language remains a vehicle to vent frustration, anger,
or humor. One can only guess whether this re pon e
indicates a sentimental attachment to the language or
simply the traces of childhood speech habit. The
response does imply a latent vitality to the language,
which may be a resource if Penn sy lvania German i to
be resuscitated .

Attitudes and Language Loyalty
In determining the chances of survival for Pennsylvania German, several behavior patterns are revealing .
One is interference, or the switching between the two
languages. As seen in Table 2-1, more than half of the
subjects reported switching "very often ." If judged
by the conversations recorded, it seems that their
estimates underestimate the degree of switching. In
part, the problem is the importation of English into
Deitsch, and most speakers are not always aware of
which words belong to which language. The older
reported less switching into Pennsylvania German than
did the younger. The reverse, or inserting Pennsylvania German into English, was less frequent (No.2)
and was often done for the sake of humor, or as
several exclaimed: "There's no real English equivalent."
Pennsylvania German represents a bilingual but not a
diglossic situation; only a portion of the population
can function in both languages. Consequently there is
marked sensitivity to the choice of code, which is related
to the question of language loyalty. The interviewees
were asked if they could recognize an accent among
those persons they met on the street and if they did,
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Table 2
elected Domains Among 171 Pennsylvania Germans'
Per Cents
When spea king PG do yo u find your elf switchin g into Engli sh
Very o ften
53 .0
Once in a whil e
32 . 1
Never o r a lmost never
14 .9
2. Wh en pea king ngli sh do you switch to PG :
Very o ft en
9.5
Once in a wh ile
58.6
Never o r almost never
32.6
3. When yo u meet a stra nger are yo u usuall y a ble to tell wh eth er he o r she is Deitsch fr o m th e way he or she speaks Engli sh
fu
m.o
Yes, a nd I th en go int o P G
22.6
No
27.4
4 . Repo rted situ a ti o n in wh ich int erviewee fee ls ill-at-ease or uncom fo rt a bl e
In speak ing PG
44 .6
In s pea king Engli sh
48 . 1
5. Ho w often do you read a new pa per in PG :
Fai rl y regul a rl y
27 .5
A fe w times a year
21.6
Alm o t neve r
50.9
6. Agreei ng tha t th e chools sho uld be giving instructio n in PG :
68.4
7. When th ey a re your age, wo ul d yo u wa nt your children to speak PG :
Ye
73 .7
8. On the wh o le would you ay th a t kn o win g PG has been a n ad vant age in yo ur life.
Ye
86.5
9. The mai n rea o n I a m glad to kn o w PG :
It 's the la nguage o f m y people befo re me.
54.4
I fee l it enriches my life to kno w mo re than one
la nguage.
43 .3
It has a lo t o f humo r; jo kes a re bell er in Deitsch
th a n in nglish .
37.4
Deitsch i a rich a nd ex press ive language.
26 .9
I feel mo re pa n o f the group ; I don ' t want to feel
left o ut o f things .
21 .5
It 's the language of m y be t friend s and neighbors.
18. 7
I.

would they then go into Deitsch (No.3). Nearly
three-fourths were aware of an accent, which gave a
feeling of in-group, but for those who had dropped or
had never acquired an accent the reaction was often a
feeling of superiority. Those who chose to go into
Deitsch were usually older, or felt less comfortable in
their English, but occasionally it was the younger
respondents who were taking advantage of every opportunity to learn or perfect their Pennsylvania German.
Those who could not recognize an accent possibly had
little self-consciousness about their accent or simply
could not recognize this kind of verbal cue.
Another aspect of language sensitivity is revealed in
the question as to whether the interviewees ever felt
any self-consciousness about their use of the dialect
(No.4) . Over two-fifths did, and for a variety of
reasons: being in a mixed or bilingual group; not
speaking the language well enough; anxiety about acquiring an accent or being identified as a foreigner;
situations in school (notably among the older population) . Even more respondents had been embarrassed
about their use of English: not speaking the language
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well enough, or consciousness of accent. The percentages of reporting embarrassment were higher than what
had appeared for minority languages in Europe, for
instance Breton (Williamson et aI, 1982).
An explanation of embarrassment can be the degree
to which the subjects forget their Deitsch; one-third
said "yes" and two-thirds said "no," when asked this
question. At least ten interviewees felt that their
Pennsylvania German had improved after they had
deliberately tried to preserve or build their ability in the
language. The question of forgetting is almost irrelevant for rno t subjects under age 50 as they have
never really learned the language.
One index of the commitment to Pennsylvania German is exposure to the mass media (No.5), as for
example the columns found in the newspapers of Allentown, Kutztown, Pennsburg, and Reading. The ratio
of readers is only slightly larger among the older generation, who were committed to Deitsch but lack the
necessary reading skill. For the half of the sample who
do not read these columns there is the difficulty of
translating sound symbols to the printed page: "The

Well ing doesn't seem right." "It's t
10 e t II i h
crm a n for me." It IS rele\ ant that a urpn 109 number of h me were wIthout any ncv.spaper on a regular
bas is.
s a no th er inde , the habit of Ii tening t weckly
radi o progra ms in Penn I ania
erman ha largely
tIll, 17 per cent were II tIming
given way to tele i io n .
to a progra m (u ua ll from Bo enov. n) at lea t e\ era I
tim es durin g th e yea r , a nd a n ad d itional 29 per ent had
heard a program dur ing th e yea r o r a t o ne ti me had been
a reg ular listener . A no Ie
erio u ym ptom \ a the
decline of altendance at folk fe ti a l. Onl y e en pe r
cent attended reg ularl y, i.e., o nce a yea r o r mo re often.
Another 28 per cent had at om e tim e a ttend ed e ent
like the Kutztown Fair , in which a program in Deit ch
was heard .
Four questions were directed to the subj ect ' feelin g
about the language itself and the alues placed o n th i
heritage. Possibly the most signifi cant i the re pon e
as to whether the school s should be giving in tru ction in
Pennsylvania German (No.6) . Over two-third aid
"yes," but with reservation s: " It hould be voluntary
or extracurricular," "It should not interfere with tud ying a 'useful' language like Spanish or German ," or
"There is little hope for the language anyway, " "The
children simply won't take it." In other word s , the
entiment was generally less salient than for instruction
in minority language in Western Europe, although
respondents there, too, expressed some doubts in view
of the many priorities in the curriculum. Several
Pennsylvania German subjects turned to other solution:
parents speaking more in the home, voluntary associations assuming a greater effort, and echoing the words
of Ralph Wood thirty years ago that if only Pennsyl vania Germans would read one book each year, the
battle might be won. Whatever their reservations
about the school as the solution, over seven-tenths
answered affirmatively to "When they are your age,
would you want your children (or nephews and nieces)
to speak Deitsch?" (No.7). Again the percentage was
smaller than for the same question among Friulan or
Welsh, and even those who responded "yes" did so
half-heartedly.
Nonetheless, most subjects realized that their knowledge of Pennsylvania German had been of value in
their lives. "It's nice to know more than one language."
"I have something other people don't have." "It
helped me while working at the state hospital." "Once
I translated for some tourists in Switzerland." "It
helped me in my study of regular German." And few
veterans of World War II who had been stationed in
southern Germany failed to mention its usefulness.
As still another approach (as suggested by Dorian,
1981), the subjects were asked to indicate which one or
two of six possible reasons why they were glad to know
Pennsylvania German (No.9). Most universally

a epted \\a the cn e I herll3 e. I II \cd b~ the
advantage I n "in a e nt! langua e. \\ith the
hum r a pc t a the third m t im nant rea n.
he c\pre i\ene
I the language, in-gr up Iceling ,
and the Idea f I,; mmuni ati n \\llh frIend and neighbor \\ererea n t'orr ughlyafifth rm reo
'inall), thc que tion f languagc IdcntIt) \\a te tcd
in the Item: " In regard t a I,; ndld tc f r I 'al mel',
w uld you (other thing bemg equal) be more lI"d) t
\ote for him ( r her) If he ( he) " ne\\ Dell ell?" Wllh
a loaded que tion of thi t) pc an) repl) i f dubl U
\ alidit)' , et 60 per ent aid .. ye ," the re"lnaindcr
prot ting that language competen e would be irrelevant.
till, the majo rit fe lt tha t u h a andidate \\ uld
more
know th e peo pl e a nd thei r prob lem better.
th a n o ne retoned: " Th e Penn Iva nia OUt h are little
mo re ho ne t-o r Ie d i ho ne t- th a n mo t people."
onelu ion

Th e fund a mental qu e tion ra i ed in thi repo rt i th e
possibilit y o f ur i al o f Penn I ani a erm a n int o the
next century a indi cated b it u age in t \ 0 counti e .
Its tatus is akin to man y language 0 e r the orld
which ha e been reduced to a hi ghl
ubordinat e
position, whether b colonial regim e a throu ghout
histor y, or as in We tern European language repre enting a regional culture tretching 0 er many centuri e .
As compared to the lang uage areas familiar to the
author, P ennsyl ania German is in one sen e imilar to
the situation of the 50,000 peaker of Gaelic in the
Hebrides , \ here there is often an apath y, all in contra t
to the militan cy urroundin g the Wei h au e. Al 0 ,
the Romansch in Switzerland and the Friulan in north eastern Italy are mixed in their feelings about language
maintenance. One could also make comparison with
the minority languages of France, where perhaps more
than eslewhere, the drive for a national language has
meant ridicule not only for Breton but for the ariants
ofOccitan (Eckert, 1980) . However, as implied above,
the choice of the minority code i to varying degrees
associated with low status a the official language is
with the more mobile members of the population.
Even more than in Western Europe, there is an intergenerational crisis. Also, the outlook is complicated
both by the failure to achieve a standardized literary
form and the absence of a feeling of ethnic autonomy.
Except for the "plain people" the language cannot be
considered an "ethnic marker." (Dorian, 1980). The
Pennsylvania Germans developed a number of crafts in
the past, but their present occupations, life style, and
culture do not differ basically from those of other farmers and villagers of the Northeast. The language in
itself is not enough to demarcate the population in the
same way as some communities of unique Gaelic
speakers, who are in fishing or crofting as well as in
language.
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Specifically in reference to language maintenance,
the re ponse to the questionnaire are not encouraging,
but neither do they constitute a death knell. Although
mo t of this semi-rural sample showed a lack of commitment to the language, there were pockets of enthu iasm. Even among the younger population, several
re pondents expressed something more than passive
concern. The question as to survival can be expressed
as it was by Stewart (1968) in using the criteria of
standardization, autonomy, historicity, and vitality.
When applied to Pennsylvania German the profile is
hardly one of optimi m (Huffines, 1980), but one can
apply the same report card to other minority languages
with less than happy results. Even the scorn heaped on
the language because of its focus on humor may miss
the point; it is just this characteristic that gives the
language a degree of vitality.
However, on the negative side, the evidence is formidable. First, there is the research bias which may
make the data appear more favorable than they really
are. Cooperative interviewees are only too eager to
give the interviewer the an wers he would like. Or as
many subjects said, "I really haven't thought much
about that question." If only he or he had.
Another disturbing aspect of the findings is whether
the generational gap can be bridged. Will the young,
whether in a church, lodge, or volunteer fire company
hold on to the language once the members over age 50
pass from the scene? Even more problematic, will
parents and teachers be motivated to shift the climate of
socialization? If so, would it work? But to go beyond grass roots, findings of the study can again be
compared with those from European minority language
areas, in which the middle class functions in the official
code, but still retains a loyalty to the minority language
as part of a literary and cultural heritage. Although it
is hazardous to compare samples, there appeared less of
this tendency in the Pennsylvania German population.
Clergymen, journalists, and educators are attempting to
infuse life into Deitsch, but they remain a minority
within their professions . Nor does the language have
many adherents among the younger intelligentsia who
could be sensitive to the issue of autonomy, as in
Wales and Brittany. Some of these possible changes
will have to occur if the decline of Pennsylvania German
is to be reversed.
Profiles in Language Maintenance

Possibly as important as the statistical findings in
analyzing the status of Pennsylvania German are the
individual experiences which are reflected in several
vignettes from the sample: -A 68 year old electrician
recalls the day when neighbors traded newspapers in
order to read the Deitsch column. At present his more
verbal wife reads it to him. He spoke of several
columnists and radio speakers he had known in his
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younger years, and laments the pace of the world that
has brought havoc to a minority language. He speaks
Deitsch with hi s older children but the younger ones
know only English. Like most Pennsylvania German
speakers he usually votes Democratic.
- A 69 year old retired crane operator makes tapes in
Deitsch for his daughter in Colorado, attends the
annual play at Huffs Church, regularly reads the
column in the Patriot, enjoys a few friendships among
the Mennonites, and moves back and forth between the
two languages with friends and neighbors.
- A 47 year old woman had grown up in Reading, but
after marriage she and her husband, a carpenter from
Fleetwood, made their home in Mertztown. S She
acquired a limited knowledge of Deitsch from her husband, who seizes every opportunity, she says, to use
the language with his mother, who lives with them, as
well as in social settings ranging from his work to card
parties and the local tavern. However, none of the
children can be induced to learn the language.
-A 60 year old woman finds herself speaking both
languages every day. She uses Deitsch with her husband , in the Lutheran home for the aged in Topton, and
with over half of her neighbors, but realizes that twenty
years earlier she almost never used English. Yet when
asked about teaching Pennsylvania German in the
schools she replied "It's a lost cause." Like many
others, she is conscious of her accent, and on one of her
few visits outside the area (Niagara Falls) she recalls
that a fellow tourist overhearing her accent exclaimed
"Oh, you must be from Pennsylvania!"
-A 30 year old well driller grew up more in English
than in Deitsch but still talks to his parents and parentsin-law in a mixture of both. He also speaks with his
older neighbors, who often correct his mistakes . He
wishes he knew Deitsch better, but sees no point in
encouraging his children to learn the language.
-A 62 year old furniture dealer finds his knowledge
most useful for business with the older population,
especially farmers . Pennsylvania German has also
enriched his travels in Germany and Austria, and he
seldom misses the Fersamlinge. Only his oldest child
speaks Deitsch well, but his youngest son acquired the
language from the cleaning woman and baby sitter.
-A 46 year old nurse apparently in order to overhear
her parents' conversation never let them know that she
was absorbing Deitsch as she grew up. Her husband
speaks only English, but today she speaks Deitsch with
her parents and with one elderly neighbor. She regrets
the changes in Kutztown since her childhood when
Pennsylvania German was almost the only language.
If she encounters someone on the street who speaks to
her in a strong accent, more often than not she goes
into Deitsch. She is proud of knowing the language
and follows the column in both the Morning Call and
the Patriot, and claims that she speaks it better than
when she was young.

recentl, retired
year lid ha helur. ,\ h gra IIated from l uhlenberg ollege. ne'er learned [)t'11 ,1/
ver 'ell. but enjoy It humor_ On the \h Ie, he
fceh that because of its que lionable talu. Penn) Ianla German \\a~ more of a disad'anlagl: I hlill Ihan
an ad anlage, li e nOllced that \hl:n Ikthlehem Il:d
worker .. used I enmyl\'anla Jerman among thl:m eh l:
the y were made to feel uncomf rtable. \\ hall:\er hi
ambi a len ce ab ut the language, he \\ uld nc\er li\c
Olher than in 'ermans\llIe, hiS nall\e \illagc .
5 car o ld electrician li\ ing In a trailer camp
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Por Iho~e of our readers who may nOI be familiar \\ ilh Ihe
Origin and meaning of Ihl ~ lerm, I Include Ihe follo\\lI1g qUOIalion
from Fergu~on\ anlcle In J,j ord 15, pp. 325-26: " In rCCCIlI }car~
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language? Or whal would Ihe effect ha ve been if a variely of diale t
had arri ed. or if Ihe area el!led b German had been even larger
Ihan il wa ?
'The percet1lage are based on those who responded, i.e., unmarried
person are ignored in regard 10 item s regarding pou e or childre n.
'Per ce nl s are ba ed on Ihe subjeci who responded . the few nonre ponses are ignored.
\ ame of i1lage have been altered to protect anonymit .
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GERMANIC EUROPEAN ORIGINS
AND GEOGRAPHICAL HISTORY Of
THE SOUTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
SCHWENKfELDERS
By Lee C. Hopple
Thi is the third I in a eries of articles examining the
Germanic European (Figs. 1, 2) origins and spatial
experience of one of the four predominant religiou s
bodie 2 formerly compri ingJ the Southeastern Pennsylvania Plain Dutch ommunity.4 The Schwenkfelders
of sou thea tern Pennsylvania are the descendants of a
Prote tant religiou movement called Schwenckfeldiani m which began in early sixteenth century Germanic
Europe (Fig. 1, 2). Because they shared a number of
commonalities, Schwenckfeldianism was, and still is,
frequently but mistakenly confused with Anabaptism /
another Prote tant movement which arose at the same
time in a different section of Germanic Europe 6
(Figs. 1,2).

Casper von Schwenckfeld (Woodcut with Latin Legend)
(Courtesy of The Schwenkfelder Library, Pennsburg, PA)
Schwenkfelder Monument in Harpersdorj. Persecuted
relentlessly by the "official" churches, Schwenkfelders
were denied burial in consecrated ground. "Here rest
in God the faithful Schwenkfelders, who from 1720 to
1740 were buried in this cowpath. The descendants in
North America erected this monument in memory of
their ancestors ... in 1863."
(Courtesy of The Schwenkfelder Library, Pennsburg, PA)
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Figure 1: PRE - EIGHTEENTH CENTURY GERMANIC

Introduction
Cia ified exclu ively according to number of
adherent, ' chwenckfeldiani m i one of the lea t
ignificant movement of the ixteenth century Prote tant
Reformation, and chwenckfelder are the lea t numerous of the original major Plain Dutch people. The
founder of this movement, Ca par chwenckfeld,
became one of the leading proponent of Protestanti m
in northea tern Germanic Europe (Figs. 1, 2) almo t
from the beginning of the Re formation. 8 Howe er,
Schwenckfeld gradually formulated a number of religiou
belief sharply contrasting with orthodox Lutheran and,
for that matter, mo t other form of Prote tant
thought. This incongruity of religiou beli f e 01 ed
over a period of orne half-dozen year and produced
an irreparable rift bet, een chwenckfeld and Luther
which culminated in the e tabli hment of the ch, enckfeldian movement in the mid-IS20' .
De pite its emanating from the central core of the
Reformation-Lutheranism, Sch, enckfeldiani m evol ed
separately from the mainstream of Prote tanti m
both territorially a nd religiou ly. The mo ement ger-

NON GERMANIC EUROPE

EUROPE

minated and de eloped in ile ia in ea tern Germanic
Europe (Fig. 2) geographi all remote from the principal
enter of Prote tant acti it in the oUlhern and, tern
extremitie of that ethnically homogeneou region 9
(Fig . I, 2).
oreo er, ince chwenck feld' precept
hardly, if at all, re embled con entional earl i teenth
century Prote tant doctrine, 'o the in oked brutally
unrelenting per ecution by the intolerant e tabli hed
churche. The interrelation hip of location , wrathful
oppre ion, and other factor, pre ented the mo ement
from attracting large number of con ert .
tonishingly howe er, thi unu ually mall religiou group
urvi ed more than two centurie of ince ant persecution until, \ hen finally confronted, ith the pro pect of
annihilation, the remnant of the faith emigrated to
outhea tern Penn yl ania. II
An understanding of the origins and geographical
hi tory of the Schwenckfelder in Europe along with an
appreciation of Ca par Sch\ enckfeld's contributions to
Protestant hi tor (while in perpetual jeopardy of, and
almo t constantly fleeing to avoid, martyrdom for
o er three decade) influenced the writer's organization
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of thi a rticle, whi ch co n i t of three majo r pa rt .
Th e fir t exa min e
chwe nck fe ld ' fo rm a ti ve yea r
a lo ng with th e o rigin a nd pa tial exper ience o f
chwenckfe ldi a ni m to th e tim e o f chwenck fe ld '
e>d le from hi ho mela nd ; the next trace the geogra phi ca l
experi ence of chwe nck fe ld ' life in exil e; th e la t
ur ey th e pa tia l hi tory of th e chwenck fe ld er from
th e tim e o f th e found er ' ex il e to the tim e of mi gration
to Penn ylvani a.
Th e author al so provid e a con ci e
umma ry and some concluding remark. To graphicall y
illu trate over two centuri es of patial hi story in Germani c Europe required th e inclu sion of thirteen map.
Important comm ent con cerning th e maps, some pell ing , and seve ral religiou words and term are included
in th e endnote .

Origin and Geographical History
of Schwenckfeldiani m in Northern Germanic Europe
to the Beginning of Schwenckfeld 's Exile
ews of the initiation of the Prote tant Reformation
at Wittenberg, Saxony (Figs. 2, 3A) in October 15 17,
when Martin Luther pre ented hi "Ninety-Five T he e "
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STATES

at Ca ti e Church 12 whi ch wa to de troy the tatu s quo
of most of Germanic Europe (Fig. I), reverberated
across the continent in Ie s than a decade , and diffu ed
ea tward to nei ghboring ile ia, (Figs. 2, 3A) the homeland of Ca par chwenckfeld, by early 1518. Before
the end of the year, chwenckfeld accepted the Reformation and oon became the leading exponent of
Protestanti sm in ile ia. Fervently espou ing Lutherani m for orne ix year, chwenckfeld e tabli hed a
movement in the mid - 1520' which re ulted in hi
permanent exi le from Silesia. 1J

Geographical History of Schwenckfeld '
Formative Years in Northern Germanic Europe
Ca par Sch wenckfeld was born in 1489 or 90, 14 at
ig near Uiben in north ea t-central Silesia just we t
of the Oder Ri ver (Fig. 3A) . His parent were
descendant of a noble fami ly of a ncient German
lineage t hat may have re ided in Silesia from the beginning of the thirteenth century-a nd per hap even
earlier. 1 S
Because of this noble heritage, chwenckfeld wa
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de tined to li ve the life of an ari tocrat. ' 6 He probably
received hi elementary chooling in Li.iben and hi s
uni ver it y preparatory training in Liegnitz. 17 . He is
known to have tudied at the universities of Cologne,
Frankfurt on the Oder, and possibly at Erfurt '8 (Fig.
3 ) . Apparently chwenckfeld was pursuing a law
degree for he wa thoroughly read in canon law and
the church father, including the Greeks , and he also
di played ome knowledge of the Rhenish My tics. '9
Although there is no indication he ever completed his
tudie and earned a degree, 20 in 1511, at age 21 or 22,
chwenckfeld a umed the life of a Sile ian courtier,
erving fir t at Oel , then at Brieg, and finally at
Liegnitz 21 (Fig . 3 ).
chwenckfeld never engaged in the rigors of systematic
theology, nor doe it appear that he devoted much
attention to religiou ubject prior to the Reformation. 22 Therefore, unle it wa due to his interest in
canon law, it eem rather unu ual that chwenckfeld's
attention wa immediately riveted on the Reformation
and, becau e of hi tatu in life, that he hould focus on
Luther' truggle again t the abu e of the indulgencie .
Recognizing the e abu ive practice and blaming them
for wretched living conditions in Silesia, Schwenckfeld
became an ardent Lutheran, committing hi life to the
Reformation. 23 . Almo t concurrent with his religious
conver ion, Schwenckfeld entered the ervice of Friedrich II, Duke of Liegnitz" (Fig. 3A). Thu, 1518 wa a
hallmark year in the early life of Ca par Schwenckfeld.
Abject poverty, practically univer al ignorance, and
deep super tition typified pea ant life everywhere in
Germanic Europe including Sile ia (Figs. I, 2, 3A).
Few, if any, ari tocrat were more cognizant of the e
conditions than thi Silesian courtier. Perhap becau e
of Luther's struggle against them, Schwenckfeld became acutely sen itive to the abuse of the indulgencie
and concluded that these reprehen ible practice were
largely re ponsible for the horrendou living condition
of the Silesian peasantry . The young nobleman firmly
believed that the omnipotent Roman Catholic Church,
which originated and insisted on perpetuating the
indulgencies, was exclusively responsible for the deplorable way of life as well a for the carcity of Bible and
for the general sterility of religiou life in his native
land. He perceived the Reformation a signaling the
end of Germanic Europe' (Fig. I, 2) tatic, churchdominated mode of exi tence and the opening of a new,
more enlightened and affluent age.
For these and other reasons also, Schwenckfeld became the leading advocate of Lutheranism in Silesia
and a devout Protestant for the remainder of hi
life. 21 He espoused the precepts of the Reformation
with youthful vigor, enthusiasm, and exceptional clarity.
The Silesian reformer made a passionate plea for total
ubmi ss ion to Prote tanti m, insisting that permanent
and meaningful religious, sociocultural, economic, and
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other changes depended upon complete consummation
of the Reformation. 26
Dissatisfied with hi s early accomplishments, it was
with great anticipation and high expectations that the
Silesian courtier decided to launch a career as a layminister in 1522 to accelerate the Reformation.
Travelling extensively, Schwenckfeld taught and
preached the tenets of Protestantism with exceptional
eloquence, simplicity, and credibility. In the vernacular, he attempted to focus attention on the lamentable existence of the peasantry and convince the impoverished that the Reformation, namely Lutheranism,
offered the only hope for improvement. Schwenckfeld hoped to organize an educated lay-ministry that
would lead Bible study brotherhoods, read and discuss
the Scriptures among themselves and with the illiterate
peasants, explain the precepts of Protestantism, and
hasten the acceptance of Lutheranism in Silesia (Figs.
2, 3A). Employing the scholar's language, he spoke
with educated men and the nobility hoping to convert
them and have them serve as lay-ministers. 27
The Silesian reformer was relatively successful in this
latter endeavor. He convinced the Duke of Liegnitz to
accept Lutheranism in 1522. 28 An examination of
Figure 3B suggests that Schwenckfeld centered most of
his attt!ntion in the area between Liegnitz and the Oder
River. For in 1523, after resigning his position at the
court in Liegnitz, he persuaded some of the most
respected and capable men 29 in the cities of Liegnitz,
Li.iben, Ossig, Raudten, Steinau, Wohlau, and Neisse
farther to the outh (Fig. 3B), as well as in several
mailer communities, to accept Lutheranism. 30 Some
of the e men became lay-ministers and began spreading
the Reformation acros large sections of Silesia 31 (Figs.
2, 3A, B).
A relatively obscure reformer beyond Silesia, Schwenckfeld began attracting considerable attention in neighboring Saxony (Fig . 2, 3) and other sections of Germanic Europe (Fig. I) in 1524 when he published
everal treati e calling attention to, and accu ing the
Roman Church for, the abominable ervile conditions
generally prevailing acros Germanic Europe 32. These
work were reviewed by the Roman hierarchy with
contemptuou rage, and by the Wittenberg (Fig. 3B)
reformer with chagrin and trepidation. The Lutherans
anticipated a violent reaction against Schwenckfeld by
the Catholic Church and feared it might engulf them
also. Reverberations by the papal authoritie were
indeed oon forthcoming, and will be discu ed subequently.
A the year rolled by, Schwenckfeld' efferve cent
advocacy of Lutherani m gradually 10 t it original
vitality, and by 1525 he wa becoming exceedingly
depressed by what he considered the narrow cope within
which Luther decided to direct the Reformation.
Schwenckfeld's di couragement with the parent mo e-
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and purpo e of th e Prote tant Reformation.
ontinual tudy and per onal inte rpretation of th e c riptures-rem emb er in g he wa neith er a theologian nor a
elergyman- prog re ively brought him to the conelu ion
that to achieve the tru e religiou s and other purpo e
of the Reformation required a co mplete re toration of
the ancient Apo tolic
hurc h . All egi ng the re were
ignificant differences between the word of God and
man' interpretation of the Scriptures, he s ugge ted it
was nece ary to co mpare c ripture with cripture to
derive correct interpretations. H For example, he rai ed
the question of whether Christ wa in the element of
the Eucharist or in heaven, declarin g that the phy ical
pre ence of Chri st in the elements is not taught anywhere in the Scriptures.l6 He posed a number of
additional questions , but it was that pertaining to the
Eucharist which eventually led him to organize a new
religious movement.
Schwenckfeld then reexamined the beliefs and practices of Lutheranism, comparing them to hi tran lation of the meaning of the Scriptures. H e fir t
theorized, and sub equently concluded, that Lutheran ism had grown sterile, meaningless, and wa no longer
in cadence with the original objectives of the Reformation, but wa
imply perpetuating the dogma of the
Church against which it had revolted in the fir t place .
His criticism of Lutheranism centered around its
emphasis on doctrine and ritual. H e was particularly
distressed with Luther's interpretation of the Euchari t. J7
According to Schwenckfeld, the Scriptures do not state
that the Eucharist-or any ritual-necessarily re ults in
salvation. As stated above, the presence of the elements
in the Eucharist was the primary cause of his consternation. Suffice to say, for purposes of this article ,
Schwenckfeld objected to Luther's doctrine of the "real
presence. " 38
During the early 1520's Schwenckfeld gradually
changed Lutheran emphasis from justification by faith
to justification through faith, yet strongly upholdingwhich he did throughout his life-that true knowledge
and understanding is Eucharistically based. 39 How-
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pe ting
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h\ en kfeld et out for
illenberg (Fig. 3B) in 0 e mber, 1525 to onfer \ ith the
"great reformer" ; he arri ed there on De ember I .
Following e era I disa ppointing meeting durin g \ hi h
Luther con i tently caucu ed hi as ociate but refrained
from pro iding any definite re pon e, ch \ e n kfeld
remo rse fully retu rn ed to ilesia o n D ecember 4 ."
He
travelled twice more to Wittenberg (Fig. 3B) but to no
a ail. After the third and final i it,)1e recei ed an
impolite rebuff of his ie\ from Luther. In a stale of
co n iderable de pair and eeing lillie opportunit of
re olving their diffe rences,41 Schwenckfeld arri ed at a
momentous decisio n in 1526 .
Schwenckfeld refused to partake of the Eucharist
and ad ocated its general u s pensio n throughout Silesia
until such a time as ~ "co rrect" uniform interpretation could be agreed upon . Suspension of, and abstention from, the Euchari twas oon termed the "Stillstand ." This action ob iou ly res ulted in Schwenckfeld' leading the Silesian Reformation down a religious
road eparate from Lutheranis m, which became known
as the "Royal Road " or the "Middle Way." " Thus,
1526 is generally regarded as the year during which the
Schwenckfeldian Movement was officially established.'5
AJthough by 1527 Schwenc kfeld had irrevocably broken
with Luther, he evidently res pected and revered the
Wittenberg reformer to the end of his life.
As should be relatively clear from the foregoing
discussion, Schwenckfeld's religious beliefs evolved
between 1518 and 1525; he continued refining his
religious system until his death. In addition to his
interpretation of the Scriptures, the major influences on
Schwenckfeld's understanding of the objective of the
Reformation and his consequent religious precepts
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seems to have been a devout belief in the interrelationship between religious reform, economic and sociocultural improvement, and the powerful influence of
Valentine Crautwald.
The reader's understanding of Schwenckfeldianism
will be greatly enhanced by recalling Schwenckfeld's
contention that original Apostolic Christianity was
devoid of formal doctrine and ritual, denomination or
sect, or physical church structure, all of which logically
led him to the conclusion that the sacraments had
absolutely nothing whatever to do with salvation.
The e beliefs caused the founder of Schwenckfeldianism to staunchly proclaim that salvation could be
attained only through the revelation of God in Chri st,
and personal recognition of the entrance and work of
Christ in the soul. Accordingly, he contended that
grace, salvation , and true Christian understanding
could be realized only through this "ctivine revelation.'''6
It appears reasonable and logical therefore, that
Schwenckfeld would equate the Reformation with the
restoration of Apostolic Christianity. 4 7 As mentioned
above, all the foregoing beliefs had largely crystallized
between 1524 and 1525. They were more systematically
promulgated between 1525 and 1527 and are forthwith
summarized by the writer without personal interpretation . 48
By about 1527 Schwenckfeld had generally completed
constructing 49 an irertic and evangelical, mystical pietistic,
spiritualistic theology which was inherently concerned
with what is called Eucharistic Christology. ~o The cardinal principles of Eucharistic Chri stology are total
acceptance of the "Internal Word" and absolute
rejection of the "External Word. " ~I This tenet suggests
that salvation is a supernatural event emanating directly
from the historical Christ. According to the architect
of this religious system, true Christian salvation merely
entails recognizing-and genuinely accepting-the living, crucified, risen, glorified God man. Only through
this invisible supernatural experience is man redeemed,
deified, and immortalized, becoming one with Christ
through eternity. Oneness with Christ involves understanding that the essential word of God is internal,
eternal, and spiritual. Another of the salient beliefs is
that no man-made edifice can bring salvation and grace;
instead, the true Church is invisible, comprising the entire spiritual community. The sole requisite to membership in the spiritual invisible Church is to know,
accept, and comprehend the trinity of the eternal
Christ. 12 Since the Church is spiritual, it is nameless;
thus, there can be no sects or denominations . ~3
Although Schwenckfeld is unquestionably one of the
leading thinkers and major figures in the Radical
Reformation, his religious system sets him apart from
the Spiritualists, Anabaptists, Rationalists, Separatists,
and similar movements with which he was, and sometimes still is, mistakenly identified because of the relationship of these various movements as well as of
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Schwenckfeldianism to the Radical Reformation. 54
Probably earlier but certainly by 1527, little more than a
year after seceding from Lutheranism, Schwenckfeld
appears to have lost contact with all the mainstream
forces of the Reformation, including the Radical
Reformation . One needs only to exarrtine and compare
the fundamental precepts of his Eucharistic Christology
with the tenets of Anabaptism to reach this conclusion. 55
Consequently, working somewhat in isolation from the
major Protestant movements caused much misunderstanding, animosity , and deliberate misrepresentation
of Schwenckfeld 's motives. These factors probably
precipitated Schwenckfeld's "voluntary exile. "~ 6 Just
how important the role Schwenckfeld's religious position, with respect to the Reformation as a whole, played
in creating the environment which resulted in his exile is
difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain. The major
events which placed Schwenckfeld in a position from
which he was unable to extricate himself and, thus became an exile are forthwith reviewed .
In 1526 Ferdinand, King of Bohemia and sovereign
in Silesia (Figs. 2, 3), by faith a devout Catholic,
decided to destroy the Reformation in his domains.
Ferctinand embarked upon a course of action specifically
designed to annihilate Schwenckfeldiartism since he
vehemently deplored all forms of Spritualism. However, war with the Turks delayed enforcement of a
decree to destroy the Silesian (Fig. 3) movement.
Then the Wittenberg reformers became concerned
for their security, since they feared that repercussions of
Ferdinand's decree might eventually envelop Saxony
(Figs . 2, 3A); they became so apprehensive that they
began applying pressure on Schwenckfeld to reaffirm
Lutheranism. Almost simultaneously and unfortunately for Schwenckfeld, several of his manuscripts were
imprudently published in Germanic Switzerland (Figs.
I, 2) without his authorization. These publications
were maliciously misinterpreted by his adversaries and
generally misunderstood by many of his associates.
This rather unfortunate incident focused even more
attention on the Silesian reformer and his movement,
and also embarrassed his protector, Friedrich II.
Schwenckfeld's public apologies for the publications by
the Swiss Germans could not alleviate the situation,
and to prevent further troubles befalling Friedrich II as
well as to salvage the Silesian movement, its founder
left his native land in 1529 never to return. 57
Catholicism's bitter hatred, Lutheranism's deep
animosity, the notoriety spreading across Germanic
Europe emanating from the indi creet decision by the
Swiss Germans (Figs. 1, 2) to publish his manu cripts,
the embarrassing position in which these publications
placed Duke Friedrich II, and other factors were
responsible for Schwenckfeld's "voluntary exile."~8
This hostile environment was to a large degree engendered by a deliberate mi repre entation of Schwenckfeld's religious principles by hi opponent and further
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compounded by a basic mi under tanding of hi belief
by ome of hi s Ie
informed up porters a
tated
above. 19
The author of the ilesia n Reformation departed
from hi native land on February 15 , 1529. 60 Fortunately, the mo ement wa firmly e tabli hed by that
date and wa de tined to grow and flourish in the
decade ahead.

Geographical History of Schwenckfeldianism
in Silesia to 1529
Those educated personalties comprising the Bible
tudy broth erhood-along with Schwenckfeld, of
course-conducted frequent meetings in Liegnitz.
Moreover, they, as lay-mini ter , conducted Bible reading and study meetings in Uiben, Neisse, Raudten,
Steinau, Wohlau (Fig. 3B), and other cities and village.
The lay-mini sters developed Lutheran congregations in
the above mentioned cities during the period 1523 to
1525 and undoubtedly in other communitie al 0. 6 '
The power of Schwenckfeld's mind prevailed a

econd time, for the highl ca pable men \ hom he
per uaded to accept Lutherani m readil adopted hi
Euchari ti c hri tological belief a the de eloped.
Thu , the lay-mini ter con erted large egment of their
Lutheran congregation and al 0 ome non- Lutheran
to ch\ enckfeldiani m bet' een 1526 and 1529 .
idently, \ hen the Sile ian reformer left hi homeland ,
there were significant
chwenckfeldian groups in
Liegnitz, Uiben,
ei e, 0 sig, Raudten,
teinau,
and
ohlau (Fig. 3C) . These group eem to ha e
been organized by 1527. If not by 1527, then by the
end of the next year there \ ere a number of adherent
in Bre lau, Goldberg, Jauer (Fig. 3C), and pos ibly in
other town. Consequently by the end of 1528 ,
Sch\ enckfeldianism \ a firmlye tab Ii hed in Sile ia. 62
When he left hi nati e land on February 15, 1529,
the author of the Sile ian Reformation \ a certain of
hi de tination. He had been corresponding with a
number of prominent reformers in Strassburg, Alsace
(Fig. 2, 4), for so me time. The Stras burg reformers
were award of Schwenckfeld's plight and, apparently
impre sed with his religiou tenets, evidently invited him
to that city. 6)
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Geographical Hi tory of Schwenckfeld's Exile
in outhern Germanic Europe
a par chwenckfe ld ' ex ile encompassed approximately thi rty-two years and was distingui shed by an
almo t end le
deluge of tumultuou s events. Few
hri tian men 0 dedi ca ted to peace ever have been
co nfro nted by uch a va t a rray of formidable enemies.
Formidab le in the sense t hat they generall y occupied
pre tigio u clerica l a nd/ or ecular positions. The contemptuou ma levolence of hi s opponents produced a
cea ele barrage o f assaults fir st to di scredit, th en to
de troy, t he Sile ian pilgrim. Thi s rancorous attitude
toward Schwenck feld was precipitated as much by pero na l jealo usy and other fa ctors as it was by his
reli gio u precept. Bu t few men have possessed more
phy ical and mental courage and dedication than the
fo u nder o f t he Silesian reform movement, and he
urvived more than three decades under extremely
adver e condi ti on. Even the casual observer is awed
by t he volum e o f Schwenckfeld 's scholarly achievement and meritoriou s contributions to religious hi story
while expending so much time and energy to survive.
Practicall y a lways in incessant fli ght, and nearly always
travelling under the bleakest circumstances in quest of
refuge to avoid per ecution and possible martyrdom ,
the fo rmer Silesian nobleman proved redoubtable. On
occas ion he was afforded the opportunity to defend
himself publicly, and hi s public exposes were always
sufficien tly effective so a to result in his being put to
fl ight. Fortunately Schwenckfeld found asylum in
several places of primary and secondary importance,
and he travelled in relatively defineable circuits around
many o f these havens: as already implied , the first was
Strassburg, Al sace (Figs. 2, 4).

Schwenckfeld 's Exile in Strassburg, 1529-33
Caspar Schwenckfeld arrived in Strassburg, Alsace
(Figs. 2, 4), sometime around mid-May, 1529;64 he was
welcomed to the "City of Hope" by several of his
former correspondents. Interestingly, the Strassburg
magistrates abolished the Mass in February, 1529. 6j
Whether the Mass was abolished before Schwenckfeld
left Silesia or if he knew of the imminence of the
event from his correspondents is not known with certainty, at least not to this writer.
Abolition of the Mass is known as the Magisterial
Refdrmation. 66 How many of Schwenckfeld's former
correspondents participated in this reform activity is
unclear . What is certain is that for some years Strassburg was recognized as a city of tolerance and became
a haven for independent thinkers. No doubt Schwenckfeld arrived there filled with hope that the theologians
of the city would accept his E ucharistic theology.
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Un fo rtunately for him that was not to happen, 67 but he
did spend several relati vely productive years in Strassburg (Fig. 4) where he continued refining his religious
system, conducted a stead y correspondence with the
Silesian Brotherhood, and pursued a number of other
activities. 68
H e preached, lectured, and participated in disputations on a number of religious topics, including baptism.
His preaching won many friends among the clergy, city
officials, and the general population. While in Strassburg, Schwenckfeld published several book s and composed two catechisms. Still he found time to continue
his activities as a lay-evangelist and vi sited Hagenau,
Landau , Speyer, 69 and Rappoltsweiler 70 (Fig. 4) in 1529.
Consequently, a substantial Schwenckfelclian community
developed in the Strassburg area (Fig. 4) which was to
persist for about a century. 71
Estrangement between Schwenckfeld and the
magisterial reformers suddenly erupted in 1530 and
rapidly intensified . Alienation began at the Marburg
(Fig . 4) Colloquy which was convened to rectify the
clifferences between Luther and Zwingli. The Strassburg
reformers in attendance discovered that Luther abhorred Schwenckfeldianism even more than he detested
Zwinglianism, 72 and they foresaw certain defeat of the
Reformation by Catholicism if the disunity among the
ranks of the Protestant leaders long continued. Consequently, many of the "broad-minded, freethinking,"
Strassburg reformers sacrificed their beliefs and accepted
orthodox Lutheran dogma in support of ecclesiastical
order. Schwenckfeld , however, remained steadfast, refu sing to compromise his religious principles. In 1530,
presumably at the request of the Strassburg reformers,
he participated in a disputation in defense of his beliefs.
His admirable performance was viewed with coolness
and skepticism, and following the disputation, his
freedom of movement gradually became increasingly
restricted and his safety increasingly precarious .
Martin Bucher, a former admirer, began plotting
against the Silesian exile. 73 Bucher prepared a formula
to resolve the Lutheran-Zwinglian conflict, and
Schwenckfeld was called to debate him by the Synod
of Strassburg in 1533. Much to the dismay and chagrin
of the Strassburg reformers, Bucher was unable to
refute Schwenckfeld's cogent arguments . During 1533
a number of events-Zwingli' s untimely death in 1531,
Calvin' s forced departure from France in 1533 , the
rise of Militant Spiritualism at Mun ter, the hostility of
the Strassburg reformers resulting from a number of
factors, and the movement toward ecclesiastical orderall combined to seriously jeopardize Schwenckfeld' s
safety, and upon the advice of a friend, he left
Strassburg in September, 1733. 74 To ay that Schwenckfeld's life was rather unsettled for the next year would
be a gross understatement. From Stra sburg he travelled
to Augsburg by way of Hagenau (Fig. 4).
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SCHI.fENCKFEL J) ' S EXILE AROU D At GSBURr., 1533-34

Schwenckfeld ' Exi le Around Aug burg, 1533-34
Schwenckfeld made arrangement for the printing of
a book upon hi arrival in Augsburg (Fig. 5). Then ,
for ecurity purposes following a omewhat circuitou
route, he visited preachers and civil authoritie tra elling
northwest to Landau and Speyer, outheast to tetten,
northea t to Kongen, outheast to Ulm, and ba ck to
Aug burg (Figs. 4, 5) .
The author of the Silesian Reformation re ided with a
ympathetic preacher in Augsburg. While resting from
the aforementioned journey, he prepared a treati se on
the "Edification of Conscience." Early in 1534 he
embarked on another mi sionary expedition proceeding
outhea t to Mindelheim and Kempten , we t to I ny ,
northea t to Memmingen, and due ea t to Ulm before
returning to Augsburg (Figure 5). On thi journey he
succeeded in satisfying the civil authoritie but again
incurred the jealous enmity of the clergy. After thi s
latter excursion, he studied Hebrew for a hort time and
then left Augsburg (Fig. 5).
From Augsburg Schwenckfeld went to Memmingen

and then to Ulm (F ig. 5) \ here he conferred with all
the preacher in th e pre ence of th e ci il a uthoriti e .
Following thjs co nfe rence in ummer 1534 , he journeyed
to tra sburg via tett en and Ko ngen '1 (Fi g. 4 , 5).
Imperiled , he oon left tra sburg tra ellin g throu gh
peyer, Frankfurt on th e Main , and tett en , th e n returnin g to Ulm \ here he remain ed for approximat ely
fi e year
chwenckfeld ' Exi le in U lm , 1534-39
Martin Bucher concordia mo em ent \ a gaining
momentum throughout the south German states '6 of
Alsace, Baden , Wurtemberg, and Bavaria as well as in
Moravia and the Palatinate (Fig. 2) by the time Sch\ enckfeld arrived in Ulm (Fig. 6) in late summer or early
autumn 1534. Bet\ een 1534 and 1536 the concordia
mo ement precipitated a number of edicts , summons,
threat, condemnations, and complaints against Schwenckfeld \ hich seriously imperiled his safety in Ulm. He
participated in e eral disputations to defend his position. In 1535 the Silesian exile visited Marburg and
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Aug burg and then returned to Ulm (Fig. 5, 6), where he
rejected the Wittenberg Concordia and appealed to the
Council of Ulm for a hearing in 1536. Following
thi appeal, he visited friend in a clockwi e circuit
going through Stetten, K6ngen, Kirchheim, and Gei lingen (Figs . 4, 6).
During the period 1534-36, in addition to continuing
a steady flow of correspondence with friends in Silesia,
he somehow managed the time to publish about a dozen
important book a well as to further refine hi
Eucharistic religious precepts. A book- ummarizing
hi s contention that Christ, following his glorification
and ascension, departed all earthly creaturely limitations and i in the heavenly state, divine, eternal, and
coequal with God-absolutely contradicted the prevailing Protestant assertion that Christ ascended bodily into
heaven.
This question became a matter of grave concern and
intense discussion, resulting in a raging conflict between
the preachers of Ulm and the founder of the Sile ian
movement. During the period 1537-39 Schwenckfeld's
book were examined by the Ulm clergy and the exiled
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man participated in everal public debate. Steadfa tly refu ing to accept the Wittenberg (Fig. 3, 6)
Concordia article, Schwenckfeld was, in effect, expelled
from Ulm. Thereafter hi life wa in extreme peril. 77

Schwenckfeld's Exile Around Esslingen, 1539-42
The Silesian exile left Ulm (Fig. 6) in September,
1539, 78 going fir t to Aug burg and from there to
Esslingen (Fig. 5, 6). Schwenckfeld, now in a more
vulnerable ituation than ever, was forced to urvive a
a vagabond, travelling incognito, and frequently seeking refuge and concealment in remote place. His
freedom, if not hi life, wa in uch extreme jeopardy
that he travelled under an a umed name, mo tiy at
night and usually during inclement weather, hiding in
forests, sta bles, cellars, and other inhospitable nook
and crannie . 7 9 For a time after he and hi teaching
were condemned by the Schmalkalken (Fig. 7) theologians in 1540, he lived in the fore ts around E lingen
(Fig. 7) where he wrote a multitude of letter.
ome-
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time in 1540 he moved to the safety of a monastery at
Kempten (Fig. 5) where he wrote hi greatest book and
confession, Vom Fleische Christi. 80 During most of
1541 he wa sheltered by a sympathetic family at Wageg
(Fig. 7), a few mile from Kempten. 81 Following some
amicable correspondence, Schwenckfeld was invited to
Justingen (Fig. 7) in 1542, and he resided in Justingen
(ca tie) under the beneficient protection of Philip von
Hes e until 1547. 82

Schwenckfeld's Exile in Justingen, 1542-47
During his residency in Justingen (Fig. 8) Schwenckfeld wrote more than four dozen books and approximately two hundred letters on religious subjects.
Fortunately, because of Philip von Hesse, the Silesian
was invulnerable to the numerous assaults by his
enemies; unfortunately however, his final attempt to
reach accord with Luther was rejected. Despite his
prolific writing and studying, Schwenckfeld conserved
an abundance of time for missionary activities, and
between 1542 and 1545 he embarked on an exceedingly

153q-42

ambitiou evangeli tic venture . Although he followed
a eemingly aimless path, each tep of the journey a,
in reality, a spontaneous reaction to the imminence of
per onal danger. The 1542-45 journey begin by
travelling northwest to Baden, Landau, and Speyer
(Figs. 4, 8)· southeast to Cannstatt and Es lingen (Fig.
7, 8); southwest to Stetten and northeast to Kongen
(Figs. 5, 8); southeast to Kirchheim, Blaubeuren and
Kaufbeuren (Figs. 6, 8); outhwe t to Kempten and
northwest to Memmingen before returning to Justingen
(Figs. 5, 8). Later in 1545 he journeyed to
ageg and
Isny8J (Fig . 5, 7, 8).
In 1546 Emperor Charle V declared war on the German Protestant princes and gradually defeated them.
Philip von Hesse was arrested and the Imperial Army
occupied Vim (Fig. 6), confiscating Justingen castle.
Once again Schwenckfeld was forced to flee, 84 and this
time he hastily migrated to Esslingen (Fig. 9) where he
remained until 1550. Using an assumed name-his
whereabouts known only to a few close friends and
his enemies imprisoned or forced into exile by Emperor
Charles V-Schwenckfeld lived in relative safety.
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Schwenckfeld 's Exil e in E slingen, 1547-50

While in Es lingen Schwenckfeld wrote everal treati e
and continued corre ponding with the ile ian and
friend in other territorie. During hi respite in
E lingen, the author of Euchari tic hri to logy completed three evangelistic mis ion : the fir t to peyer in
1547; the next to Nlirnberg, Ulm, and Augsburg (Fig.
4,5,9) in 1549; and the la t to Ju tingen, Oepfingen,
Ulm , and Wageg (Fig. 4, 5, 7, 9) in 1550. Then
beginning in 1550 Schwenckfeld' adver a rie began
returning to their former po itio n a nd he ub eq uently
was compell ed to leave Essiin gen 8S (Fig. 9).
chwenckfeld ' Exile in
outhern Germanic Europe , 1550-61

Re to ratio n of the Germa n Prote tant princes to t heir
fo rmer offices, beginning a bout 1550, culminated with
th e ignin g o f th e Peace of Aug burg in 1555. Becau e
the returning prince and clergym en intend ed to oblitera te a ll form s o f religiou s non conformity in their
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territories, 86 Schwenckfeld ' personal situation again
became extremely precariou , 87 and during the period
1550 through 1555 he wa compelled to remain in
hiding for prolonged period. Thi interval provided
chwenckfeld with an opportunity to publish three
book, all of which were furiou Iy attacked by his
as ailant , and numerous mandate , edicts, and condemnation calling for hi arrest were i ued. By 1557
the Diet of aumburg, the Nlirnberg Edict, the P eace
of Aug burg, the Weimar Conventio n , a nd the Worms
decree (Figs. 5, 9. 10) had all been directed agai nst
chwenckfeld a nd the noncon fo rmists; th e Sile ian
no netheles co n i tentl y defended hi s doctrine. Then ,
in 15 58 censor hip proceeding were is ued again t
Schwenckfeld after he published a criti ci m which
ugge ted-among ot her things-tha t the Reformation
wa creating a Prote ta nt papacy. Thi s publi cation
re ulted in a nxiou agitation in a number of citie .88
The above mentioned tumu1tou event re tricted
Schwenckfeld ' activitie and forced him to hide, to
travel ecretiy, and to find lodging in the mo t remote
place; it furth er impaired his already failing health.
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That Schwenckfeld, a man now in hi sixtie, hould be
in eriously declining health will come as no urpri e to
the reader, particularly considering the circum tance
urrounding his life. His sta te of health , his travel,
and hi places of refuge from 1550 to 1558 are
my teriously vague and poorly documented. However,
in 1558 he appeared in Leeder (Fig. 10) partially
recovered from what wa evidently a rather prolonged
illnes and, with hi health somewhat re tored, he again
completed several journeys, vi iting Stras burg and
Heidelberg in 1558, and Memmingen and Ulm in
1559 (Figs. 4, 5, 10). During a second visit to Memmingen he became critically ill and returned to Ulm in
1561 where he wa sheltered and nursed by a friendly
family. Unfortunately, hi health, now beyond repair ,
continued to decline throughout the year until finally
Caspar Schwenckfeld completed his life 's work in Ulm
(Fig. 10) on December 10,1561. 89
During more than three decades in exile, the itinerant
Silesian reformer visited dozens of cities and town
(Figs. 4-10) across southern Germanic Eupope teaching
and preaching, participating in numerous debates, or

eeking refuge. Wh ile ecure in those cities granting
a ylum (Figs. 4-10), he wrote and corre ponded prolifically. H onesty, sincerity, humility, strength of convict ion, and an unusual capacity to co mmunicate
attracted a large number of admirers, and at the time of
his pas ing there were trong Sch\ enckfeldian groups in
Alsace, the Palatinate, Baden, Wurtemberg, and
Bavaria (Fig. 2).

Geographical Hi tory of the Schwenckfelder
in Northern Germanic Europe
When Caspar Schwenckfeld withdrew from his native
land , there were Sch\ enckfeldian co ngregation s90 in at
least ten Silesian communjties (Fig. 3C). Despite hi s
absence from Silesia, and despite the ravages of relentless persecution, the Schwenckfeldian Mo vement grew
and flouri shed for approxjmately a half century. Then
for the next one and a half centuries, the ranks of the
Schwenckfelders were so decimated that to avoid total
anruhilation, most of the surviving members of the
movement migrated to Pennsylvarua.
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SCHWENCKFELD ' S EXILE IN SOUTHERN GERMANIC EUROPE, 1550-61

Geographical History of the
Schwenckfelder in Silesia

The major center of religious ferment, at least during
the middle half the the sixteenth century, was in we tern
and southern Germanic Europe 91 (Figs. I, 2). Although
acting separately, both Lutherans and Roman Catholic
were primarily committed to obliterating Militant
Spiritualism, Anabaptism, Zwinglianism (and subsequently
Calvinism also) 92 while simultaneously attempting to
destroy one another.
Then with Luther's passing, the Schmalkaldic Wars
(1546-1555) erupted with great violence as Lutherani m
and Catholicism contested for both clerical and secular
hegemony in Germanic Europe. This brutal religious
conflict terminated with the Peace of Augsburg (1555)
which officially recognized both churches and outlawed
all others. 93 The Peace of Augsburg, in essence, legalized persecution, but it did not end the feud between
Lutheranism and Catholicism. Indeed, the two state
churches, albeit less violently and somewhat more
aperiodically, continued their struggle for suzerainity
in Germanic Europe for another generation. Then
86

•

beginning about 1580 and contin uing for nearly four
decade, hostilitie between the offical churches subsided . 94
It i entirely possible that because of the Schwenckfelders' isolation and sparse population, the major
churche may have considered them a minor problem
which could be eliminated at any time. Consequently,
the main thrust of Lutheran and Catholic belligerence
was directed west and south to de troy the larger, more
threatening nonconformist groups. Although they experienced the ame ruthlessly repre sive measures inflicted upon all nonconformist groups/s the Schwenckfelders were probably persecuted les frequently until
about 1580. 96
For the reasons outlined in the preceding paragraph
of this section, together with Schwenckfeld' prolific
deluge of correspondence with the Sile ians and the
evangelistic commitment of the lay-minister , there wa
a noticeable growth in membership and territorial
diffusion of the movement acro
a relatively large
section of Silesia. Con equently, by 1580 the Schwenckfeldian congregations exi ting at the beginning of the
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founder' exile (Fig. 3C) had increased substantially in
member hip, and smaller but flourishing congregations
had been firmly established in Goldberg, Harpersdorf,
and a number of village surrounding these two communitie (Fig. 11 A). It is estimated that there were
between 4,000 and 4,500 Schwenckfelders in Silesia in
1580. 9 7
Beginning in the 1580' the frequency and ferocity of
repre ive mea ure inflicted upon the Schwenckfelders
increa ed sharply. The cruelties perpetrated against
them almost reached barbaric proportions during the
Thirty Years War (1618-1648) . This long three-decade
holocau st totally obliterated all the Schwenckfeldian
groups acros southern Germanic Europe. The Peace
of We tphalia (1648), which concluded the Thirty Years
War , extended the provision of the Peace of Augsburg
to include Calvinism. Henceforth, the outlawed nonconformist religiou group were now subjected to the
tyranny of three powerful state churches. Acts of
oppression may have been less barbaric after 1648, but
per ecution remained relentless and exceedingly brutal.
Hence, the number of Schwenckfelders in Silesia
declined from over 4,000 in 1580 to less than 1,500 at
the end of the seventeenth century 98 (Figs . 3C, lIA).
Thi s decrease amounted to about 225 per decade between
1580and 1800.
These devastating per ecutions substantially altered
the geography of Schwenckfeldiani m in Silesia by the
opening decade of the eighteenth century. The large
congregations in the major cities (Fig. IIA) were
readily acce sible to the tyrannical oppressors. The
adherents who survived or had not converted to a state
religion joined their brethren in the smaller congregation s in and near Goldberg and Harpersdorf (Fig. 11 A).
Others became rurali sts moving farther south and interspersing widely with non-Schwenckfelder in the area
bounded by Goldberg, Harpersdorf, Hirchberg, and
Landshut 99 (Fig. 11 A). Hence, between the 1580's and
the first decade of the eighteenth century Schwenckfeldiani sm dramatically diminished in population and
contracted in territorial extent (Figs . 3C, II A). Much
worse was yet to come!
The tempo of persecutions accelerated, and methods
of repression became nearly as savage during the first
quarter of the eighteenth century as during the Thirty
Years War. The peaceful, hardworking, frugal, lawabiding, taxpaying, and deeply religious Schwenckfelders
were cast into dungeons, chained to galley-rower
benches until they expired, were placed in the front lines
during wars to be slaughtered, and were subjected to
many other inhumane acts . For example, their books
were destroyed, children were forcefully baptized against
the will of parents, marriage within the faith was
prohibited, Chrisian burial was denied, and women
were placed in the stocks for refusing to present babies
for infant Lutheran baptism, among other cruelties.
Although these methods had been commonly employed
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since the late seventeenth century, they were more
forcefully and malevolently applied during the early
eighteenth century.' OO
All the Schwenckfelders, the villagers as well as the
ruralites , remained incognito, associating more with
nonmembers than among themselves . They were unable to develop a religious organization since it was
difficult to safely conduct worship services. Hence,
youth possessed little knowledge of Schwenckfeldian
doctrine and a growing indifference toward the faith
gradually emerged . Thus, by the second decade of the
eighteenth century Schwenckfeldianism was faced with
the prospect of total disintegration, 'OI and in 1721
living conditions were so unbearable that the Schwenckfelders sent a deputation of several senior members to
plea before the imperial court for mercy and toleration.
During the next four years, this delegation presented
nearly a score of petitions at a substantial cost.
Finally, the commission was ordered to cease petitioning and return home. This order was followed by a
threat amounting to abduction of children and life
internment for adults in forced labor camps if the
ultimatum were not obeyed.
Now their only hope of survival lay in disposal of
property and migration; unfortunately, both were forbidden. Early in 1526 the Schwenckfelders initiated
confidential negotiations with the authorities in Saxony
(Figs. 2, 3, 11 A) to grant temporary asylum until
they could accumulate sufficient resources to undertake
an ambitious plan to migrate to Pennsylvania. Refuge
was granted and the Schwenckfelders quickly completed
preparations to migrate to Saxony.
Schwenckfelder Migrations in Germanic Europe
There was a surviving nucleus of but 519 Schwenckfelders remaining in Silesia (Fig. 11 B) when the emigration to Saxony (Figs. 2, 3, II B) commenced in 1726, '02
compared with some 1,500 adherents at the dawn of the
century. These statistics indicate an average population decrease of approximately 390 per decade as
compared with about 225 a decade during the period
1580 to 1700. Even taking into account religious conversion, it seems evident that atrocities inflicted on the
Schwenckfelders in the eighteenth century must have
been considerably harsher than in earlier times.
It is estimated that in 1726, well over 400 members of
this surviving nucleus fled westward across the Silesian
border to eastern Saxony (Figs. l1A, liB). They
were forced to leave stealthily at night, and they
traveled in small groups of families from the remaining
small congregations. Many of those choosing to remain in Silesia converted to Lutheranism or soon died;
thus, the religious and spatial experiences of the
Schwenckfelders in their homeland almost ended two
centuries to the year after Caspar Schwenckfeld instituted the "Stillstand." 10)
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In axony, mo t of the Schwenckfelder e tabli hed
homes in and around Gorlitz and some in and near
Bertel dorf (Fig. II B) . Since they were without fund,
Dutch Mennonite provided the necessary relief to purcha e property, build homes, and even to con truct a
mall meetinghouse for worship ervice in Bertel dorf
(Figure 11 B) . They oon obtained employment and,
exerci ing frugality to the point of privation, began
aving to finance their propo ed plan to emigrate to
Penn ylvania. l04 Religiou event beyond their control
forced the Schwenckfelder to implement their migration plan prematurely howe er, and even with the ale
of property and other po es ion to upplement their
avings their fund were in ufficent to undertake the
tran atlantic journey. Fortunately, beneficient Dutch
Mennonite furnished the nece aryaid. los
The religiou turmoil that precipitated the Schwenckfelder' departure was brought about by Count Zinzendorf. In 1722, Zinzendorf, in earch of religiou
freedom, establi hed a Moravian community at Herrnhut
(Figs. 2, lIB). When he ubsequently attempted to
organize a unified pieti tic Lutheran Church encompassing all the nonconformist bodie in Saxony (includ-

ing the ch \ enckfelder ) hi acti itie cau ed the imperial
aUlhoritie to demand the return of the
ora ian to
their homeland. l06
Ith ough the chwenckfelder objected to Zinzendorf' acti ities, the J e uit al 0 ca ll ed
for their return to ile ia (Figure II). Under great
pre sure from neighboring state the authoritie adi ed the ch\ enckfelders on April 4, 1734 , that they
could no longer be prote ted and would be granted one
year to lea e axony (Fig. II B). De pite their economic
plight (\ hich was to become e ceedingly desperate in
the days ahead) the Schwenckfelder began lea ing
Saxony on pril 20, 1734 for America. 107
ince e en in Saxony the Sch\ enckfelders \ ere forbidden from emigrating a a ingle body, they began
their journey b travelling in mall group. The first
de tination \ a Pirna on the Elbe Ri er in outhern
Saxony (Fig. 4, II B) where those deciding to emigrate
\ ere to meet and embark for Pennsyl ania. By April
28 all the adherents choo ing to emigrate, a total of
181, had as embled and set sail for Hamburg-Altona.
Along the way they stopped at a number of towns for a
few hours or overnight to replenish supplies. Most
important among these communities were Strahlen,
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Dornitz, Wittenberg, Dessau, Barby, Schbnbeck,
Magdeburg, Burta, Jurchs, Tangermunde, Standau,
Lentzen, Hizaker, Boithenburg, and Lauenburg (Fig .
12); in Saxony, Brandenburg, and Hanover (Figs.
2, 12). They arrived in Hamburg on May 16 and disembarked the following day in Altona where their
vessles were to be outfitted for the trip to their next
destination, the Netherlands (Fig. 12). Philanthropic
Dutch Mennonites equipped three sma ll vessels a nd provided other necessities for the destitute Schwenckfelders
during the eleven day wait in Aitona '08 (Fig. 12).
The Schwenckfelder migrants left Hamburg-Altona
for the Netherlands on May 28. Sailing along the
coast of Hanover and Olden berg (Fig. 2), the ships
were scattered by hazardous weather conditions and
docked separately at Amsterdam (Fig. 12) between
June 4 and June 6. They then proceeded to Haarlem
(Fig. 12) where they remained for fi fteen days of rest
and recuperation. Once again the charitable Mennonites supported the impoverished Schwenckfelders; they
not only provided food, clothing, and shelter during the
stay in Haarlem, they also supplied the ship which was
to carry them across the Atlantic, and they even
90

-

estab li shed a relief fund for their use in Pennsylvania. ' 09
On June 19 the Schwenckfelders left Haarlem for
Rotterdam (Fig. 12) where, on June 21 they boarded the
ship St. Andrew. The St. Andrew lifted anchor on
June 28, but because of numerous navigational problems and inclement weather she was unable to leave
Dutch coastal waters until July II. Throughout this
troublesome three-week period, the humanitarian
Mennonites again contributed more than ample sustenance. The St. Andrew finally docked safely at Plymouth, England (Fig. 12), on July 17, " 0 and remained
there for twelve days while the vessel was stocked and
conditioned for the transatlantic voyage. Then, on
July 29, the Silesian migrants left Plymouth and were
on their way to the New World. After a three months
voyage distinguished by crowding, hunger, thirst,
illness, and the death of ten persons, the St. Andrew
docked at Philadelphia on October 22, 1734. The
Schwenckfelder immigrants proceeded to town hall,
took the necessary oaths of allegiance, and moved into
the hinterlands, becoming one of the four principal
religious groups originally comprising the Southeastern
Pennsylvania Plain Dutch Community. '"
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Summary
Caspar Schwenckfeld, a Silesian (Fig . 2 , 3) no bl em a n
of ethnic German (Figs . I, 2) h eritage, d e e lo ped a
rather unorthodox religiou s system defined a Euc ha ri tic Christology, which he establi s hed in the a rea j u t
west of the Oder River in Silesia (Fig. 3) in 1526 .
The unusual principles of Schwenckfeldianis m whic h
the movement emanating from this religiou s y te rn wa
soon called, were foreign to, and well in advan ce o f,
early sixteenth century Germanic European (Fi g . I , 2)
religious mentality. Probably becau se of it unconventional precepts which were difficult to understand
and accept, the movement did not attract large numbers
of converts. Thus, historically, the movement wa
never numerically large nor did it ever de elop in a for mal context beyond the borders of Silesia (Figs. 1, 2, 3) .
When the Protestant Reformation erupted at Wittenberg (Fig. 3) and engulfed Germanic Europe (Figs . 1, 2)
Schwenckfe1d became particularly sensitive to the wretched
life of the peasants. Believing the Roman Catholic
Church to be responsible for the deplorable conditions
of the masses, he became an ardent supporter of
Protestantism, convinced that the Reformation represented the dawn of anew, improved way of life.
Soon disillusioned by Lutheranism, he seceded from the
Wittenberg Reformation and founded Schwenckfeldianism when he instituted the "Stillstand" in 1526.
Thus, he was condemned by the Roman and Lutheran
Churches for his statements and actions. Under considerable duress from both churches, and desiring to
protect ills friends and associates and preserve the movement, he left Silesia (Figs. 2, 3) in 1529 never to return .
Schwenckfeld spent the next 32 years as a vagabond
in southern Germanic Europe (Figure 1). He continually traversed Alsace, Baden, Wurtemberg, Bavaria ,
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Regardle s, c h\ e nc kfeld ia ni m co ntinu ed to g ro w fo r
abo ut ha lf a centur a ft e r it fo unding (Fi g. 3) .
By th e las t quart er of the si teenth centur y ho e e r ,
the ex plosi e grm th and ex pan ion of mo t o th e r nonconformi st g roup wa brought under control and p e rsecution of the Sc hwe nc kfeld er in c rea ed in frequen cy
and intensity. The sa vage , unrelenting pe r ecutions
initiated against the Schwenckfelder in the late sixteenth
century reached inhumane , almo t barbaric proportion
by the early decades of the eighteenth century . Decline
of the Schwenckfelder population from more than 4 ,000
to just over 500 between 1580 and 1726 is ample evi dence
of these atrocities. The s urvivors abandoned th e
original congregation and fled to the hinterland area s
to find s helter and afety (Figs . 3, 11) in the earl y year
of the eighteenth century.
Faced with the distinct possibility o f the mo e m e nt 's
armihilation , a large number of Sc hwe nc k fe ld e r
migrated to Saxony (Fig. 11) in 1726. Th e leade r of
another nonconformist group, recently emig rating to
Saxony, precipitated s uch religious turmoil that the
Schwenckfelders , who were not involved in these activities, were ordered to leave Saxony. In 1734, with the
assistance of Dutch Mennonites , 181 Schwenckfelders
emigrated from Saxony to Pennsylvania; most others
returned to SiJesia (Fig. 11). Between 1731 and 1737
another 38 adherents emigrated from Silesia to Pennsylvania. Altogether, 206 survived the arduous journey.
Among those choosing the remain in Europe, most
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converted to Lutherani m, some were persecuted, and a
few uccumbed to that irresistible nemesis-time.
Finally in 1826, preci ely three centuries after its founding, the geographical hi tory of Schwenckfeldi ansim
came to a conclu ion in Germanic Europe (Figs.
1, 11, 12).

accept adult faith baptism and other forma liti es. They
have long since abandoned many of the movement's
original principles, and the degree to which this dilution
contributed to their total assimilation into American
life is impossible to ascertain. What is certain however,
is that today (even though it has only about 2,750 '"
baptized members) the Schwenkfelder Church flourishes.

Conclusions

Although it might be debated by many, this writer is
convinced Ca par Schwenckfeld wa one of the true
religiou giant of the ixteenth century. One is
a tonished by the prodigious quantity of significant,
exceedingly cholarly literature-of which some is only
pre ently being appreciated-published by him while
devoting 0 much time and energy to safety and
ecurity. One i equally amazed by the fact that so few
stu die of chwenckfeld have been completed by
theologian , in particular, or academicians, in general.
It ha been aid that the number of tudies of Schwenckfeld i inver ely proportional to the man' importance. '1 4
Perhap the paucity of tudie is directly related to
the size of the Schwenckfeldian Movement and to the
fact that he wa held in uch cornfu l contempt by so
many peer . Because of the parsity of literature
other than that by Schwenkfelders, orne of the factual
content a presented by thi geographer also may be
debatable. De pite all effort to the contrary, it i
humanly impo ible for Schwenkfelder cholar to be
absolutely objective . Thus, there are difference in
pre entation and interpretation by Schwenkfelder and
non-Schwenkfelder inve tigator of the Silesian reformer
and his movement.
Considering that Schwenckfeld was able to directly
guide development of the movement for only three year
afters its founding, and considering the constant
venomous attempts to di grace him throughout his long
precarious life in exile, and remembering aI 0 the minute
size and insignificant territorial extent of the movementthe staying power of Schwenckfeldianism proved remarkable. It was only after two centuries of withstanding virulent, withering persecution that the movement faced the very definite prospect of extinction, and
even then, a substantial fraction of the remnant of
Schwenckfeldianism possessed the strength and fortitude
to transfer to Pennsylvania, where the movement survived. Thus, among the original Plain Dutch peoples,
Schwenckfeldianism is the preeminent example of the
virtual impossibility of de troying an innocent group of
people.
In this geographer' s opinion so me of Schwenckfeld's
precepts-e.g., the spiritual, invi sib le, nameless church
devoid of ritual and doctrine and guided by a laycergy-were so unreali stic as to contradict human
nature, and in fact, the Schwenkfelders now worship in
church buildings, employ a profe sional clergy, and
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Religious Words and Terms
Thorough understanding of many complex religious words and
terms and certain theological precept virtually nece sitate some
formal training in theology. Readers not conversant with such
words, terms, and precepts can obtain explanations from a pastor or
refer to the following ources : F.E . Mayer, The Religious Bodies oj
America, ( t. Louis, Missouri : Concordia Publishing Hou e, 1961);
Franklin H . Littell, The MacMillan Alias Hislory oj Chrislianily,
(New York: The MacMillan Publishing Co ., Inc., 1978); Selina G .
Schultz, Caspar Schwenckfeld von Ossig: A Course oj Siudy,
(Penn burg, Pa. : Board of Education of the Schwenkfelder Church,
1964); other works by Selina chultz; and George H . William, The
Radical Rejorlllalion, (Philadelphia : The Westminster Press, 1962).
Many other u eful ources are cited in the footnote, mo t of which
are available in the Schwenkfeld Library.
Spelling
Consistency in pellings, particularly of place-names, i nearly
always a problem in studies encompassing so much time and space.
Occasionally, discrepa ncies even occur in the spelling of proper
names.
The writer has attempted to preserve the original Germanic
spellings. In all cases where there is disagreement, the author used
the following procedure: When the various sources dispute a spelling,
if the chwenkfelders uniformly agree, their ver ion i u ed. If the
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Once again we are pleased to announce the appearance of a new book that will be of unusual interest to
many of our readers: C. Richard Beam's PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN DICT IONARY : English to Pennsylvania Dutch, Schaeffer town, PA: Historic Schaeffer town, Inc., 1982. Beam's new work-the first
Pennsylvania Dutch dictionary to be published in over
30 year -contai n approximately 10,000 English terms
for which one or more equivalents are presented in
Pennsylvania German. In making his compilation,
Beam consulted previously published Pennsylvania
German di ctionaries and word lists and as a result,
numerou dialect words which were known earlier in the
century have been included. This dictionary, therefore, i one that should be of interest to native speakers
as well as to those encountering the dialect for the first
time. An Associate Profes or of German at Millersville
State College in Millersville, P A, Beam spent 5 years
on this project, and the results are well worth it;
authoritative, attractive, interesting, and easy to read,
Professor Beam 's book is everything a good dictionary
should be.
The preceding mention of Professor Beam and his
work brings to mind the Society for German-American
Studies, since Beam is chairman of the membership
committee for that group. The SGAS is an organization
which seeks to "promote interest in the study of history,
linguistics, folklore, genealogy, literature, theater, music
and other creative art forms as they apply to the crosscultural relations between German-speaking lands and
the Americas." Membership is open to any individual,
society, or organization with interests in these areas.
Anyone interested in joining should contact Professor
Beam at 406 Spring Drive, Millersville, PA 17551.
We also want to alert our readers to the availability
of a film by Pat Ferrero about an important folk
tradition-Quilts in Women's Lives. Winner of several
awards (including BEST OF FESTIVAL, National Educational Film Festival) the film presents a series of
portraits of traditional quiltmakers and provides insight
into the spirit of these women who are the basis for
this continuing tradition of quiltmaking. For those
interested, more information can be obtained from:
New Day Films, P.O. Box 315 , Franklin Lakes,
NJ 07417.
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From our readers we have two requests for information. The first is from long-time contributor to PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE Henry J . Kauffman who
wants information about butter prints and molds. He
would like to know who made them, and how , when,
and where they were made and used . Henry' s address
is 1704 Millersville Pike, Lancaster, PA 17603. The
second request is from Nada Gray , head of the Oral
Traditions Project of the Union County Historical
Society, Second and St. Louis Sts ., Lewisburg, PA
17837. Ms. Grey would like information about 19th
century craft traditions of women at holiday time
(especially Christmas and Easter) for a book that is to
be published by Christmas of 1983. Both will appreciate
any help that you can give them .

As this is written, the end of the year is rapidly approaching. 1982 has been a busy year, and for the
Pennsylvania German Studies Program here at Ursinus
College, a most successful one. Ursinus continues to
offer a unique opportunity to earn a minor in Pennsylvania German studies, and Program Director William
T. Parsons reports a record enrollment in the Spring
Term . During that term twenty students-ranging
from majors and minors in History through German
and Physics majors-registered for a course in Arts
and Crafts in FolkCulture Context. Summer Seminar
classes at the college included four weeks of dialect use
in Sprichwerdta and Pennsyljaanisch un Pfalzisch
G'dichte, taught by Marie K. Graeff and Dr. Parsons.
Those one-week, one-credit Seminars were also parlayed
into three-credit courses by some who had used the
available modular schedule. In summary, Day, Summer, and Evening sessions of the Pennsylvania German
Studies Program are now thriving on the Collegeville
campus. Only the experiment in college-credit classes
at the Kutztown Festival has fared badly, and Director
Parsons has regretfully decided that no further courses
will be offered there.

In re lewlng the e\ent\ of the pa~t \c\cral month
\ e want t make brief mention of \ I\it~ to the area b\
~ me four erman frlend~. Bet\\een _ July and
12 ugu~t 19 2, the outh ora\ ian hOir of lUllgart,
under the dire tion 0 Widmar I fader wllh arrangement
b
rtin Rb ler, toured from Bethlehem, alareth
and ph rata , P 10 Baltim re, 10 and Wa hlngton,
D. . During mo t of their i it the operated out of a
home bae on the r inu ollege ampu , and we hope
to ha e a proper article on their unit and th eir triP in the
pring 19
i ue of P
YL A I FOLKLI
I 0 i iting outhea tern Penn yl ania in Jul y \\ ere
Herm an J 'ger and on of Bad Bergzabern, P falz.
hey were bu y makin g arrangement for an pril,
19 3 i it of folk inger from the Pfalz; more info ration about thi at a later date al o.
inall and mo t
recently, film producer Herr Doktor Koch of uni h
and hi hi tori al ad i or from the Heima t telle Pfalz
Roland Paul, pent an afternoon \ ith u photographing
raktllr in the ar hi e of the Penn I ania Folklife
o iet. Their i it wa part of a pholOgraphi lOur
through outhea tern Penn yl ania to ga ther footage
for Ko h' documentar : GermantowlI 16 3/ 19 3, for
Rhineland tele i ion- lid\ e t DeUl che Rundfunk.
Other folk in Pen n ylvania Dutch ountr ha e been
bu y thi year al 0, and in ea tern Berk
ounty the
Huff hur h Player pre en ted Paul R. ieand' D ie
Hochzich om Kreit zwaig Schtor (The Marriage at the
ro road tore), 10 the delight of capacit audience
irtuall eery performance. Director Carl
rner ,
ciltoriemae cilter Claren e G. Reitn auer, and Piano chpieler Kay Kriebel drew particular applau e. Bob
Reinhard and Dolore Funk played the ba hful couple,
Lloyd Diehl' tuttering kept the audience alternatel
in u pen e and titche , and newcomer Heather
Reinhard wa e pecially con incing in a upporting
role.
A] 0 in Berk
County Die Dritt Penn yl ani hDeit ch Ver ammlung un We t Baerrick Kaunt met
at the Tulpehocken High chool in Bernville on
25 September 1982. Director and officer planned
the event, among them, Gerald Labe, Marie K.
Graeff, Erika Bro man, Charle Hemmig and man y
other. Stella Matthew and Ernie Bechtel \ ere featured
dialect peakers . Die Dolpehock sanger Chor led
folk singing.

To elebrate the
nnl\er ary f crman clllement In merl a, the Philadelphia :-"Iu eum f rt ha
organized a pe ial e\.hibit: The Pel/II yll'al7lo ermal/:
elebraflol/ of tilelr rt 16 3-1 O.
he :-"\ u eum
of
t and the \ interthur lu eum, Delaware ha\e
ele ted and organized thi pe ial gathering of fol"
and formal art.
orne 3 0 obje t -many on I an
from other in titution or pri\ ate olle tor -are n
di pia
Thi i the fine t of art exhibit about the
Penn I ania German e er to be a embled, and \\ ell
\ orth a pe ial trip to ee. The exhibit \\ ill remain
th er
on ie\\ in Philadelphia unitl 9 Januar 19
location and date are:
u eum of Fine
15
ar h-15
a 19 3; ine rt
ranci 0, 2 Jul -3 eptember 19 3;
hi ago,lODe ember-29 Janu ar 194 .
holarl
mpo ium- Palatine / merican 16 3/
19 3- i no\ being planned a our part in the \ orldwide elebration of initial German elllement in Pennsyl ania (6 0 tober 16 3). The ympo ium i cheduled
r inu
ollege,
for 23, 24 , 25 eplember 19 3 at
ollege ille, P . It i pon ored b the Penn I ania
r inu
ollege and b the
German Program of
Heimat telle Pfalz of Kai er lautern, Pfal z, although
e entual re pon ibilit i \ ith the ho t in tilUtion.
Ini tial planning en i age a mode t elebration, largel
through the pre entation of cholarly paper and
beitrtige, with folk mu ic concert and related di play
of art and folk ultural item . Orga nized I It to
related program and Penn yl ania German e ent
arne and topic of
nearby are al 0 anticipated.
pecific participant \ ill be announced in due time;
meam hile , an que tion and/ or ugge tion ma y be
fon arded to: Prof. William T . Par on, Ur inu
College, College ilie, PA 19426, USA.

July 2-3-4-5-6
1-8-')-10,1')83

The Festival and its Sponsorship
The Kutztown Folk Festival is sponsored by the Pennsylvania Folklife Society, a
nonprofit educational corporation affiliated with URSINUS COLLEGE, Collegeville, Pennsylvania . The Society's purposes are threefold : First, the demonstrating
and displaying of the lore and folkways of the Pennsylvania Dutch through the
annual Kutztown Folk Festival; second, the collecting, studying, archiving and
publishing the lore of the Dutch Country and Pennsylvania through the publication of PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE Magazine; and third, using the proceeds
for scholarships and general educational purposes at URSINUS COLLEGE.

FOR THE FOLK FESTIVAL BROCHURE WRITE TO:

Pennsylvania folklife Society
College Blvd. & Vlne, Kutztown, 1\.19530

